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Welcome to the world of Puremcoy, the luxurious perfume house that embodies power, confidence, 
prestige, and respect. Puremcoy takes pride in o�ering you a personalized scent experience that reflects 
your unique personality and leaves a lasting impression.

With Puremcoy, you can curate a personal scent brand that resonates with your style and aspirations. 
Whether you're stepping into a boardroom, attending a special event, or simply want to exude an air of 
sophistication in your everyday life, our fragrances empower you to command attention and convey your 
unique presence.

Step into the world of pure luxury with Puremcoy, the esteemed perfume house that exudes opulence and 
sophistication. For centuries, our master perfumers have honed their craft, drawing inspiration from 
time-honoured traditions and infusing them with a contemporary touch. We spare no expense in sourcing 
the most exquisite and elusive ingredients from around the globe, ensuring that each bottle of Puremcoy 
perfume is a testament to elegance and refinement.

With each expedition, our master perfumers venture into remote and enchanting lands, seeking 
one-of-a-kind ingredients that captivate the senses. From the mystical forests of Asia to the sun-drenched 
fields of the Mediterranean, they immerse themselves in diverse cultures and the rich tapestry of aromas that 
nature o�ers. These captivating scents, long forgotten or shrouded in secrecy, become the building blocks 
of our unique fragrances.

Prepare to embark on a fragrant journey into exclusivity and luxury with Puremcoy perfumes, renowned for 
using Earth's most expensive and rarest ingredients. We pride ourselves on sourcing the finest and most 
elusive elements to create fragrances that transcend ordinary olfactory experiences. Each bottle of 
Puremcoy perfume represents an extraordinary blend of luxury, sophistication, and sheer indulgence.

At Puremcoy, we believe in the power of scent to evoke emotions and create lasting memories. Our master 
perfumers meticulously blend rare and precious ingredients to create captivating fragrances that resonate 
with discerning individuals. From the delicate floral notes of rare orchids to the deep, earthy tones of aged 
oud, every Puremcoy creation is a work of art crafted with passion and dedication. Indulge in our luxurious 
perfumes and experience the allure of unparalleled craftsmanship.

Embrace the extraordinary and immerse yourself in the world of Puremcoy. Our perfumes are not merely 
scents but an expression of individuality and sophistication. Whether you desire a fragrance that captivates 
with its timeless elegance or entices with its modern sensibilities, Puremcoy o�ers an extensive range of 
perfumes to suit every discerning taste. Discover the essence of luxury and elevate your senses with 
Puremcoy's masterfully crafted perfumes - a testament to the enduring allure of tradition and the boundless 
possibilities of the present.

Experience the power, confidence, prestige, and respect that Puremcoy brings to your personal scent brand. 
Our fragrances are designed to enhance your presence, leaving a lasting impression on those around you. 
Discover the allure of Puremcoy and embark on a fragrant journey that reflects your individuality and sets 
you apart from the rest. Embrace the essence of luxury and sophistication with Puremcoy, your ultimate 
partner in crafting a personal scent that represents the best version of yourself.

History and traditions
of puremccoy.
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Master
perfumers from 
the house of 
puremccoy.

Welcome to Puremcoy, your personal scent brand that embodies power, confidence, prestige, and 
respect. We understand the importance of finding a fragrance that reflects your unique personality 
and enhances your presence in every aspect of your life.

The master perfumers of Puremcoy are custodians of centuries-old traditions and history, carrying 
forward the legacy of the ancient art of perfumery. They meticulously study the wisdom passed 
down through generations, drawing inspiration from the techniques and knowledge refined over 
time. With a profound reverence for the past, they infuse their work with the essence of tradition, 
creating perfumes that evoke a sense of timeless elegance.

Our artisans of scent understand that perfumery is an alchemical blend of science and art. They 
harmonize their extensive knowledge of fragrance notes, accords, and compositions with the 
wisdom gleaned from the annals of perfumery history. They delve into ancient manuscripts, explore 
the secrets of old perfumers' journals, and study the cultural significance of scents throughout time.

By embracing centuries-old traditions, master perfumers unlock the key to creating fragrances that 
resonate on a profound level. They understand the nuances of scent layering, the art of balancing 
top, middle, and base notes, and the interplay between natural and synthetic ingredients. With 
every creation, they pay homage to the perfumers who came before them, perpetuating the magic 
within the fragrance heritage.

At Puremcoy, the master perfumers honour this lineage by blending tradition with innovation. They 

continuously push the boundaries of creativity while staying rooted in the time-tested methods that 
have stood the test of time. By fusing the past with the present, they shape fragrances that capture 
the spirit of the ages and resonate with the discerning tastes of modern perfume enthusiasts.

In the hands of these master perfumers, the fragrances of Puremcoy become more than mere 
scents; they become works of art that embody the legacy of perfumery. Each creation is an 
homage to the centuries-old traditions and history that have shaped the world of perfume, inviting 
individuals to experience the enchantment of time-honoured craftsmanship and immerse 
themselves in a world where history and innovation intertwine.

Embark on an extraordinary olfactory journey with Puremcoy, the prestigious perfume house 
honouring centuries-old traditions and history. Our master perfumers, driven by an insatiable 
passion for discovering rare and unparalleled scents, traverse the globe from East to West. Guided 
by ancient wisdom and armed with a deep appreciation for the art of perfumery, they uncover 
hidden treasures that have remained veiled for thousands of years.

Indulge in the artistry of Puremcoy and experience the magic of scents that have been hidden for 
millennia. Immerse yourself in the stories that unfold with each spray as our perfumes carry the 
whispers of history and the essence of distant lands. With Puremcoy, you can embark on a fragrant 
adventure that unites the past and the present, celebrating the timeless traditions that have shaped 
the world of perfumery.



Rarest and most
expensive ingredient 
in the world. 
Welcome to Puremcoy, your personal scent brand that epitomizes power, confidence, prestige, and respect. 
We understand that fragrance is a deeply personal expression of oneself, and our mission is to empower you 
with scents that exude sophistication and leave a lasting impression.

Step into the world of Puremcoy, the epitome of luxury and refinement in perfumery. Our master perfumers, 
deeply rooted in centuries-old traditions and craftsmanship, harness the power of history to create exquisite 
fragrances. Drawing inspiration from ancient techniques and blending them with contemporary artistry, we 
embark on a journey to capture the essence of sophistication.

At Puremcoy, we spare no expense in seeking out the most exclusive and precious ingredients nature o�ers. 
From the depths of the Amazon rainforest to the distant corners of the world, our perfumers procure the 
rarest elements known to man. These ingredients, often elusive and scarce, infuse our perfumes with an 
unmatched depth and complexity that speaks to the connoisseurs of luxury.

In perfumery, where elegance and exclusivity converge, Puremcoy stands apart by using the most precious 
and rare ingredients known to man. Our commitment to uncompromising quality and unparalleled luxury 
drives us to seek nature's finest and most elusive elements. Incorporating these exceptional ingredients into 
our perfumes elevates the olfactory experience.

At the heart of Puremcoy's creations is an obsession with sourcing scarce ingredients with a unique olfactory 
profile. From the elusive agarwood, commonly known as oud, derived from the resinous heartwood of 
specific Aquilaria tree species to the delicate and highly sought-after bloom of the Bulgarian rose, we spare 
no e�ort in acquiring these rare gems. These ingredients, known for their intoxicating scents and limited 
availability, form the backbone of our perfumes, infusing them with unparalleled richness and complexity.

Puremcoy takes pride in bringing these extraordinary scents to light, preserving their essence and weaving 
them into exquisite perfumes. Our creations are a testament to the unwavering dedication of our master 
perfumers, who are inspired by the heritage of ancient civilizations. These craft fragrances transcend time 
and exude an unparalleled sense of luxury.

By incorporating the most expensive and rarest ingredients in the world, Puremcoy crafts perfumes that are 
truly extraordinary. Each drop of our fragrance captures the essence of exclusivity and luxury, delivering a 
transcendent and memorable olfactory journey. 

Discover the power, confidence, prestige, and respect that Puremcoy brings to your scent collection. Each 
fragrance reflects your individuality and is a powerful tool in making your mark on the world. Embrace the 
essence of Puremcoy and unleash your true potential, leaving an indelible impression wherever you go.

With Puremcoy, you can immerse yourself in a world where luxury knows no bounds. We invite you to indulge 
in the extraordinary and experience the allure of the world's rarest and most coveted ingredients.



Oud Luxury Perfume Collection 
� Oud Obsession No1
� Oud Intense Spice
� Oud Patchouli
� Oud Royal Rose
� Oud Vetiver

Oriental Luxury Parfume 
� Sultan of the Orient No4
� Floral of the Orient
� Safron De Lotus Blanca
� Casbah Incense
� Spice De Afrique
� Majestic Orient Winds
� Warm Spice Winds 
� Oriental Spice
� Cashmere Clouds

Floral Luxury Perfume Collection 
� Lotus Flower
� Sweet Honey Rose No6
� Sweet Jasmine

Leather Luxury Parfume collection 
� Grand Leather No7
� Vetiver Leather
� Leather Spice
� Woody Leather
� Java Patucholi Leather 
� Marrakesh Sa�ron Leather
� Smokey Leather
� Vanilla Rose Leather

Wood Luxury Perfume Collection 
� Australian Sandalwood

� Tonka Wood
� Grand Wood No8
� Chypre Wood
� Floral Wood
� Spicy Wood
� Campfire Wood

Chypre Luxury Parfume collection 
� Grand Chypre
� Floral Chypre
� Warm Vanilla Chypre

Fougere Luxurly Parfume collection 
� Grand Fougere
� Fourgere Rain No10
� Fourgere Spice

The House of Puremccoy reigns supreme in luxury and sophistication with its exquisitely crafted Luxury 
Perfume Collection. This collection is a testament to the brand's unwavering confidence and commitment to 
delivering scents that exude power, prestige, and respect.

With each fragrance carefully curated, the House of Puremccoy embraces your desire for a scent that embodies 
your unique style and aspirations. The master perfumers behind the collection pour their expertise and passion into 
every bottle, ensuring you experience the epitome of confidence with each spritz.

The House of Puremccoy takes pride in its ethical sourcing and sustainable practices. Every ingredient is meticulously 
selected, not only for its exceptional quality but also for its contribution to a better world. By embracing Puremccoy, you align 
yourself with a brand that enhances your brand and supports the values of respect and sustainability.

Embrace the power, prestige, and respect the House of Puremccoy brings to your scent journey. Each fragrance within the Luxury 
Perfume Collection invites you to showcase your individuality and make an indelible impression wherever you go. Let Puremccoy 
become essential to your brand, empowering you to conquer new heights with unwavering confidence and graceful allure. 

The House of
Puremccoy
Luxury Perfume
Collection
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The 

� Oud Obsession No1
� Oud Intense Spice
� Oud Patchouli
� Oud Royal Rose
� Oud Vetiver

Oud History and Ingredients story:
In the depths of lush Southeast Asian forests, where ancient legends intertwine with the whispers of time, 
lies the captivating tale of oud, the rarest and most seductive ingredient in perfumery.

Centuries ago, a mystical transformation began as the humid air embraced the towering Aquilaria trees. 
It is said that when nature's hand wounded these majestic trees, a profound change would befall them. 
As the tree's protective response took hold, sticky nectar, infused with a heady aroma, would seep into 
the heartwood. This transformative process created oud, a fragrant elixir that would capture the 
imagination of sultans, poets, and lovers alike.

The allure of oud's captivating scent spread like a whispered secret across ancient kingdoms and 
trading routes. It became a symbol of luxury, power, and sensuality. Perfumers from the farthest reaches 
of the East embarked on dangerous journeys to procure this prized ingredient. They traversed 
treacherous jungles, braving the unknown, guided only by their unwavering passion for capturing the 
essence of oud.

To extract this liquid gold, master artisans employed intricate methods, respecting the delicate balance 
between reverence and expertise. The heartwood, infused with the intoxicating resin, was meticulously 
harvested and subjected to a careful distillation process. Time became an ally as the essence of oud 
matured, intensifying its aroma and complexity.

Oud's seductive power lies in its multi-faceted nature. Its warm and woody notes intertwine with earthy 
undertones, evoking a sense of mystery and sensuality. It is the scent of ancient temples adorned with 
rare incense, smouldering embers amid twilight, and passionate encounters whispered in the moonlit 
shadows.

Today, as the world embraces the resurgent art of perfumery, oud stands as an emblem of timeless 
luxury. Its rarity persists, as the Aquilaria trees bear this precious treasure remain scarce. The journey to 
capture the essence of oud continues, with each bottle of perfume telling the story of ancient traditions 
and the desire to capture a moment of olfactory enchantment.

Immerse yourself in the allure of oud, and let its intoxicating embrace transport you to a realm where time 
stands still. Experience the magic of the rarest ingredient in the world, and let its seductive whispers 
weave a tale that resonates deep within your soul. Oud is not merely a scent but an invitation to embark 
on a fragrant journey that transcends time and kindles the flames of passion.

Perfume collection 

Oud Luxury
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Oud Obsession No.1
Introducing Oud Obsession No.1, an exquisite fragrance by Pure McCoy Parfums, renowned as one of the world's most luxurious fragrance houses. Our obsession with Oud, or agarwood, stems from its 
rich, woody, and complex aroma, which holds immense cultural significance in Middle Eastern and Asian traditions. Derived from the resinous wood of the agarwood tree, native to Southeast Asia and the 
Middle East, Oud captivates with its warm and musky notes, accompanied by a distinctive smoky and resinous undertone. It presents a solid and long-lasting scent, making it an ideal base note for 
perfumes and a symbol of sophistication and elegance.

At Pure McCoy Parfums, we spare no expense in selecting the finest raw and natural ingredients curated by our master Perfumers. Oud Obsession No. 1 is a masterpiece that showcases a warm, musky, 
animalic, and slightly sweet character, enriched with vibrant and complex nuances that leave a lasting impression. Our Eau De Parfum concentration ensures a balanced and long-lasting fragrance 
composition imbued with the radiance and robustness that define our brand. With its unmistakable polarizing scent of ultra-luxury, Pure McCoy Perfumes set the standard for luxury and envelop you in a 
cloud of musky, woody, spicy, and warm earthy notes, accentuated by a hint of smoke.

This fragrance evokes sensory experiences, intertwining spices like Nutmeg, Clove, Cinnamon, and Ginger with sa�ron, leather, and frankincense warmth. Oud Obsession's intense golden amber colour 
and mysterious and alluring aroma create an irresistible allure. Key ingredients such as Oud, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, 
Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, and Vanilla harmonizes seamlessly.

The scent journey of Oud Obsession begins with the inviting top notes of Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, and Jasmine, 
which set the stage for an intoxicating experience. As the fragrance develops, the heart notes reveal the 
captivating essence of Frankincense and Tonka Bean, adding depth and complexity. Finally, the base notes 
of Cashmeran, Incensence, and Oud provide a rich foundation, leaving a memorable and enchanting trail.

Indulge in the unparalleled luxury of Oud Obsession No.1 by Pure McCoy Parfums. Immerse yourself 
in captivating fragrances that capture the essence of refinement and sophistication. Elevate 
your senses with this extraordinary scent, carefully crafted to transport you to a realm of
luxury and allure.

KEY INGREDIENTS:
Oud, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, 
Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes:
Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine.
 
Heart Notes: 
Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: 
Cashmeran, Incensence, Oud.

Sent Journey from Oud Obsession: 



Oud Intense Spice
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Welcome to Pure McCoy Parfums, a distinguished name in luxury fragrances. Our brand is 
renowned for its commitment to excellence and for creating olfactory masterpieces that captivate 
the senses. We take pride in o�ering you the finest selection of fragrances, including the 
remarkable Oud Intense Spice.

Oud, also known as agarwood, is a treasure sought after in Middle Eastern and Asian cultures for 
its rich, woody, and complex aroma. Sourced from the resinous wood of the agarwood tree, which 
is native to Southeast Asia and the Middle East, Oud embodies a deep, earthy scent that is truly 
remarkable. With warm and musky notes complemented by a smoky and resinous undertone, 
Oud presents a unique blend of sweet and spicy accords with hints of leather, tobacco, and 
animalic nuances.

As a base note, Oud boasts incredible longevity, allowing you to enjoy its captivating fragrance 
throughout the day. Beyond perfumery, Oud holds cultural significance and finds its place in 
incense, traditional medicine, and religious ceremonies. Its luxurious essence radiates 
sophistication and elegance, making it an ideal choice for those who appreciate the finer things 
in life.

At Pure McCoy Parfums, we spare no e�ort in sourcing only the highest quality raw and natural 
ingredients. Our master Perfumers carefully curate each fragrance, ensuring a blend that 
surpasses all expectations. Oud Intense Spice is a testament to our dedication to craftsmanship. 
With its warm, musky, animalic, slightly sweet, vibrant, and complex character, this fragrance 
lingers on the skin, leaving a lasting impression of luxury and refinement.

Oud Intense Spice embarks on a sensory journey that evokes the allure of spices. It combines 
notes of Nutmeg, Clove, Cinnamon, Ginger, Warm Sa�ron, leather, frankincense, and smokiness 
notes. The result is an intense golden amber hue and a mysterious and alluring scent. Prepare to 
be enveloped in a cloud of luxury as our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes transport you to a world 
where musky, woody, herbaceous, spicy, and warm earthy notes intertwine, leaving an indelible 
impression of ultra-luxury.

Indulge in the captivating allure of Oud Intense Spice by Pure McCoy Parfums. Immerse yourself 
in a symphony of scents meticulously crafted to awaken your senses and elevate your everyday 
experiences. Discover the artistry and sophistication that sets us apart as one of the world's most 
coveted fragrance houses.

Oud Patchouli
Embark on a journey into luxury fragrances with Pure McCoy Parfums, a respected name in the 
world of scents. With an unwavering commitment to excellence and an unwavering passion for 
creating extraordinary fragrances, we invite you to discover the luxury and sophistication that 
define our brand. Oud Patchouli stands out among our exceptional o�erings as a testament to 
the captivating allure that embodies Pure McCoy Parfums.

Oud, or agarwood, is a prized and highly revered ingredient with a rich, woody, complex aroma. 
Sourced from the resinous wood of the agarwood tree, native to Southeast Asia and the Middle 
East, Oud carries an air of mystique and luxury. Its warm and musky notes are intertwined with 
a smoky and resinous undertone, creating a captivating and intriguing scent. The woody 
character of Oud is complemented by hints of sweetness and spice, as well as subtle nuances 
of leather, tobacco, and animalic accords.

As a base note, Oud's remarkable longevity ensures its enchanting fragrance lingers on the 
skin, leaving a lasting impression. Beyond its use in perfumery, Oud holds a significant place in 
incense, traditional medicine, and religious ceremonies. With Pure McCoy Oud Patchouli, we 
have masterfully blended the allure of Oud with the captivating essence of Patchouli, resulting 
in a vibrant, complex, and indulgent fragrance. This composition leaves a beautiful trail, allowing 
the scent to linger long after it has been applied.

Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, our most concentrated fragrance form, exemplifies our dedication 
to excellence. This luxurious formulation showcases a well-balanced composition that ensures 
a radiant and robust fragrance experience. Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes envelop you in 
a cloud of musky, woody, herbaceous, and warm earthy notes with a subtle hint of smoke. 
Prepare to be captivated by the unmistakable scent of ultra-luxury that only Pure McCoy 
Parfums can o�er.

Indulge in the allure of Oud Patchouli by Pure McCoy Parfums, where spices like Nutmeg, 
Clove, Cinnamon, and Ginger intermingle with the warmth of sa�ron, the richness of leather, and 
the charisma of frankincense. This fragrance's intense golden amber evokes mystery and 
allure, further enhancing the experience. This extraordinary fragrance's captivating aroma 
allows you to be transported and discover the true essence of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums.

Sent Journey from Oud Intence Spice:
KEY INGREDIENTS: Oud, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, 
Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Safron, Jasmine, lavander. 

Heart Notes: Oud, Frankincense, black pepper, Tonka Bean, Vanilla.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, clove, Incensence.

KEY INGREDIENTS: Oud, Patchouli, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, 
Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla
.
Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine.
 
Heart Notes: Oud, Patchouli, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence.

Sent Journey from Oud Patchouli: 
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Royal Oud Rose
Discover the essence of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, a name synonymous with opulence and 
sophistication in the world of fragrances. Renowned as one of the most prestigious fragrance houses, we 
pride ourselves on crafting scents embodying elegance and refinement. Our collection encompasses an 
array of extraordinary fragrances, including the captivating Royal Oud Rose.

Oud, also known as agarwood, is an esteemed fragrance cherished in Middle Eastern and Asian cultures 
for its rich, woody, and complex aroma. Derived from the resinous wood of the agarwood tree, native to 
Southeast Asia and the Middle East, Oud possesses a deep, earthy scent that exudes allure. Its warm and 
musky notes complement a distinctive smoky and resinous undertone. With a robust and woody character, 
Oud o�ers a unique combination of sweetness, spiciness, and hints of leather, tobacco, and animalic 
accords.

Rose, on the other hand, represents the epitome of classic and romantic fragrances. Revered for centuries, 
this sweet and floral aroma derives from the flowers of the rose plant. The scent of rose is renowned for its 
complexity, varying based on the type of rose and extraction method. Generally, it is characterized by a rich 
and delicate fragrance that combines sweetness and freshness with undertones of honey and green notes. 
Often described as warm, feminine, and elegant, rose carries a subtle spicy or fruity nuance.

Pure McCoy Parfums ensures that only the finest raw and natural ingredients are handpicked by our master 
Perfumers. In the case of Royal Oud Rose, we present a fragrance that embodies warmth, muskiness, and 
a touch of sweetness. This vibrant and complex blend lingers gracefully on the skin, leaving an enduring 
impression that resonates long after it is applied.

Oud referred to as black gold in the Middle East, represents a prized ingredient derived from one of the 
world's rarest and most valuable woods. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum showcases our dedication to 
excellence, o�ering the most concentrated form of our fragrance line. With its balanced composition and 
long-lasting scent, our fragrances adorn your skin with a radiant and robust aura. Pure McCoy Perfumes set 
the standard for luxury, surrounding you with a captivating blend of woody, tobacco, floral, musky, 
herbaceous, spicy, warm, and earthy notes with a subtle hint of smoke. Prepare to indulge in the 
unmistakable scent of ultra-luxury.

Royal Oud Rose unveils a symphony of aromas, combining spices like Nutmeg, Clove, Cinnamon, and 
Ginger with the warmth of sa�ron, leather, frankincense, and a touch of smokiness. This captivating 
fragrance boasts an intense golden amber colour and an alluring scent that captivates and entices the 
senses. Immerse yourself in the irresistible allure of Royal Oud Rose by Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury 
meets artistry to create an unforgettable olfactory experience.

Oud Vetiver 
Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, a name that stands tall 
among the world's most prestigious fragrance houses. Our commitment to excellence is 
reflected in every meticulously crafted scent we o�er. Oud, also known as agarwood, 
takes center stage, captivating the senses with its rich, woody, and complex fragrance. 
Highly prized in Middle Eastern and Asian cultures, Oud is obtained from the resinous 
wood of the agarwood tree, native to Southeast Asia and the Middle East.

Oud's warm and musky notes intertwine with a distinctive smoky and resinous under-
tone, creating a sensory journey like no other. Its robust woody aroma is sweet and 
spicy, embellished with hints of leather, tobacco, and animalic nuances. With its solid and 
long-lasting scent, Oud takes its place as a base note, evoking an aura of sophistication 
and elegance. Beyond the realm of fragrance, Oud is widely utilized in incense, tradition-
al medicine, and religious ceremonies.

At Pure McCoy Parfums, only the world's finest raw and natural ingredients are selected 
and carefully curated by our master Perfumers. Our Oud Vetiver fragrance exemplifies 
this commitment to quality. A symphony of warm, musky, and animalic tones intertwines 
with a subtle sweetness, radiating a vibrant and complex aura that lingers e�ortlessly on 
the skin.

Oud, often called black gold in the Middle East, is a treasured ingredient from one of the 
world's rarest and most precious woods. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum represents the 
pinnacle of our fragrance line, delivering a concentrated composition that remains 
radiant and robust throughout the day. Immerse yourself in the luxurious cloud of Pure 
McCoy Perfumes, where musky, woody, tobacco, floral, herbaceous, spicy, and warm 
earthy notes converge, accented by a delicate hint of smoke. Indulge in the unmistak-
able essence of ultra-luxury.

Oud Vetiver encapsulates a tapestry of aromas, unveiling a harmonious blend of spices 
such as Nutmeg, Clove, Cinnamon, and Ginger. The warmth of sa�ron, the touch of 
leather, the allure of frankincense, and the smoky undertones complete the olfactory 
journey. With an intense golden amber hue and an alluring aroma, Oud Vetiver o�ers a 
mysterious and captivating experience. Explore the enchanting world of Pure McCoy 
Parfums, where luxury meets craftsmanship to create fragrances that leave an indelible 
impression.

KEY INGREDIENTS: Oud, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, 
Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Safron, Jasmine, lavander. 

Heart Notes: Oud, Frankincense, black pepper, Tonka Bean, Vanilla.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, clove, Incensence.

Sent Journey from Oud Vetiver: Sent Journey from Royal Oud Rose: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Oud, Rose Otto Lotus flower, Frangipan, Frankincense,
Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Rose Otto, Ylang Ylang, Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Oud, Rose Otto, Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence.



Perfume 
Collection 
� Sultan of the Orient No4
� Floral of the Orient
� Safron De Lotus Blanca
� Casbah Incense
� Spice De Afrique
� Majestic Orient Winds
� Warm Spice Winds 
� Oriental Spice
� Cashmere Clouds

Oriental 
Luxury 



Step into the fascinating world of Puremccoy, where the captivating history of Oriental perfumes intertwines with the pursuit of the rarest 
and most seductive ingredients. Within the prestigious house of Puremccoy, master perfumers have embarked on a quest to capture the 
essence of the Orient's most enchanting scents.

In their search for Oriental excellence, the perfumers of Puremccoy have ventured to the sun-kissed landscapes of the Middle East, where 
the legendary oud reigns supreme. This rare and precious ingredient, derived from the resinous heartwood of the Aquilaria tree, exudes a 
hypnotic and woody aroma. With great reverence, the perfumers of Puremccoy carefully harness the mystical power of oud, infusing their 
creations with its timeless allure.

But Puremccoy's dedication to rarity and sophistication doesn't end with an oud. The perfumers travel to the ancient city of Ta'if, nestled amidst the 
mountains of Saudi Arabia, to procure the elusive and captivating Ta'if rose. With delicate and fragrant petals, they embody the essence of passion and 
desire. These rare blooms become the centrepiece of Puremccoy's Oriental compositions, adding a layer of sensuality and romance that captivates the 
senses.

To further enhance their Oriental creations, the master perfumers of Puremccoy meticulously select complementary ingredients that elevate the allure of the fragrances. 
The smoky warmth of sandalwood, harvested from ancient groves in India, adds depth and richness. Spices like sa�ron and cardamom infuse the perfumes with a tantalizing exoticism, while velvety 
touches of ambergris lend an air of luxury and sophistication.

Each bottle from the house of Puremccoy is a testament to the artistry and dedication of the perfumers, as well as their commitment to sourcing the rarest and most exquisite Oriental ingredients. With 
every application, Puremccoy invites you to immerse yourself in a world of captivating and seductive scents, where the finest ingredients from the Orient blend harmoniously to create perfumes that evoke 
passion, mystery, and timeless allure. Experience the essence of the Orient through Puremccoy's Oriental perfumes and indulge in the sensual journey they o�er.

Oriental Parfume History 
and ingredients story:
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Welcome to the world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and 
indulgence meet in exquisite fragrances. Renowned as one of 
the world's most prestigious fragrance houses, we pride 
ourselves on selecting only the finest raw and natural 
ingredients. Our master Perfumers have curated a masterpiece 
with Pure McCoy Sultan Of The Orient No4, inspired by the 
enchanting allure of the Far East.

Immerse yourself in the richness of our Sultan Of The Orient 
No4, a luxurious and complex fragrance that transports you to a 
realm of luxury. Indulge in the harmonious blend of Vanilla, 
Cinnamon, Orris, Jasmine, Clove, Woody notes, tobacco, floral 
tones, Sandalwood, Orchid, and Orange Blossom. This 
intricately crafted scent lingers on your skin, captivating your 
senses long after it has been applied. Suitable for any occasion, 
Sultan Of The Orient No4 is the epitome of refined elegance.

One of the prized ingredients in Sultan Of The Orient No. 4 is 
derived from the White Lotus flower, a rare and precious natural 

oil. This exquisite component enhances the allure of the 
fragrance, infusing it with an aura of exclusivity. Pure McCoy Eau 
De Parfum represents the pinnacle of our fragrance line, with its 
concentrated composition ensuring a long-lasting and balanced 
scent experience. Revel in the harmonious fusion of Sweet, 
balsam, coumarin, fruity, tobacco, hay, woody, nutty, and tonka 
notes as they radiate from your skin, leaving a trail of captivating 
aroma.

Pure McCoy Perfumes have established themselves as the gold 
standard in perfumery. Our signature fragrances envelop you in 
a cloud of luxury, where Vanilla, Woody, Herbaceous, Spicy, 
Frangipani, Ylang-Ylang, Honey, and the intensely sweet and 
tenacious creamy vanilla odour of Tonka Bean and White Lotus 
converge. The result is an unmistakable polarizing scent that 
exudes ultra-luxury.

Sultan Of The Orient No4 unveils a captivating tapestry of 
aromas, evoking the essence of Clove, Honey, Sandalwood, 

Tonka Bean, Courmarin, and Amber. The fragrance showcases 
intense golden nectar amber colour, adding an element of 
mystery and allure to your olfactory journey. Experience the 
attraction of Pure McCoy Parfums and indulge in the 
extraordinary world of luxurious scents.

Sultan Of The Orient No4. 

Sent Journey from 
Sultan Of The Orient No4:
KEY INGREDIENTS: Top Notes: Frangipani, Ylang-Ylang, 
Jasmine, White Lotus.

Heart Notes: Atlas Cedar, Clove, Honey, Sandalwood, 
Tonka Bean, Courmarin, Amber.
 
Base Notes: Frankincense, Incense, Civit, Sa�ron, 
Champaca.



Welcome to the world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and sophistication blend 
harmoniously to create unforgettable fragrances. Our brand is renowned globally as one of the 
most prestigious fragrance houses, known for crafting exceptional scents that captivate the 
senses. At Pure McCoy, we believe in using only the finest raw and natural ingredients, carefully 
selected and curated by our master Perfumers.

Introducing Floral Of The Orient, an enchanting fragrance inspired by the allure of the 
Far East. This luxurious and complex scent combines the delicate sweetness of 
the Lotus flower with powerful and fresh fruity floral notes of jasmine, 
gardenia, muguet, rose, and orris. Harmoniously blended with hints of 
vanilla, cinnamon, clove, sandalwood, orchid, and tobacco, Floral Of 
The Orient o�ers an indulgent olfactory experience that lingers 
long after it has been applied. This exquisite fragrance is the 
perfect choice, whether day or night.

The prized ingredient in Floral Of The Orient is derived from 
the rare and precious White Lotus flower, one of the 
world's most sought-after natural oils. This ingredient 
adds a touch of exclusivity and allure to the fragrance, 
elevating its luxurious essence. Pure McCoy Eau De 
Parfum represents the pinnacle of our fragrance line, 
boasting a concentrated and balanced composition that 
ensures a long-lasting scent on your skin. Immerse 
yourself in the captivating notes of sweet, balsamic, 
coumarin, fruity, tobacco, hay, woody, nutty, and Tonka as 
they radiate and leave a radiant impression.

Pure McCoy Perfumes have set the standard for luxury in 
perfumery. Our signature fragrances envelop you in a cloud of 
elegance, where the scents of rose, lotus, orris, jasmine, vanilla, 
woody notes, herbaceous tones, spicy accords, and the intensely 
sweet and tenacious creamy vanilla odour of tonka bean and white 
lotus converge. This unique combination delivers an unmistakable and 
polarizing scent that exudes ultimate luxury.

Floral of The Orient reveals facets of geranium, rose, white lotus, tonka bean, coumarin, 
and amber, creating an intense golden nectar amber colour that embodies mystery and allure. 
Experience the extraordinary world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where exceptional fragrances 
transport you to a realm of luxury and sophistication.

Welcome to the world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and opulence meet in every exquisite 
fragrance. Our brand is globally recognized as one of the foremost purveyors of luxurious scents, 
renowned for our commitment to using only the finest raw and natural ingredients. At Pure McCoy, 
our master Perfumers curate an exceptional fragrance collection that embodies purity of mind, 
body, and spirit.

It introduces Sa�ron De Lotus Blanca, a captivating fragrance inspired by the beauty and purity 
of the White Lotus flower. This luxurious scent combines exotic floral notes of white 

lotus, frangipani, ylang-ylang, jasmine, honey, vanilla, orchid, and orange blossom, 
harmoniously balanced with the rarest of spices, sa�ron, and the richness of 

tonka bean and frankincense. The result is a complex and indulgent 
fragrance that leaves a lasting impression, making it the perfect choice 

for any occasion, day or night.

The prized ingredient in Sa�ron De Lotus Blanca is derived from the 
White Lotus flower, known for its rarity and exceptional quality. This 
precious natural oil adds a touch of exclusivity to the fragrance, 
elevating its luxurious essence. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum 
represents the epitome of our fragrance line, with a 
concentrated and balanced composition that ensures a 
long-lasting scent experience on your skin. Immerse yourself in 
the captivating blend of sweet, balsamic, coumarin, fruity, 
tobacco, hay, woody, nutty, and tonka notes as they radiate and 
leave a radiant and robust impression.

Pure McCoy Perfumes set the standard for luxury in the world of 
perfumery. Our signature fragrances envelop you in a cloud of 

robust sweetness, creamy vanilla, coconut, and a delicate interplay 
of fresh fruity floral notes like jasmine, gardenia, muguet, and 

frangipani. Combined with the enchanting scents of white lotus, 
frankincense, incense, woody accords, tobacco, floral nuances, and the 

alluring aroma of sa�ron, our perfumes deliver an unmistakable and 
polarizing scent of ultra-luxury.

Sa�ron De Lotus Blanca unveils facets of clove, honey, sandalwood, tonka bean, 
coumarin, and amber, creating an intense golden nectar amber colour that embodies mystery 

and allure. Experience the unparalleled world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where exceptional 
fragrances transport you to a realm of pure elegance and luxury.
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Floral of The Orient Sa�ron De Lotus Blanca

Sent Journey from Floral Of The Orient: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Top Notes: Jasmine, Geranium, Rose, White Lotus.

Heart Notes: Clove, Honey, Atlas Cedar, Sandalwood, Tonka Bean, Black pepper, 
Dewfruit.

Base Notes: Frankincense, Incense, Civit, Sa�ron, Champaca. 

Sent Journey from Sa�ron De Lotus Blanca: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Top Notes: Frangipani, Ylang-Ylang, Jasmine, White Lotus.

Heart Notes: Clove, Honey, Sandalwood, Tonka Bean, Courmarin, Amber. 

Base Notes: Frankincense, Incense, Sa�ron, Champaca. 
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Once upon a time, in the realm of exquisite fragrances, there stood Pure McCoy Parfums, a beacon 
of luxury and refinement. Renowned across the globe, Pure McCoy was celebrated for its commit-
ment to sourcing only the finest raw and natural ingredients, meticulously curated by their master 
Perfumers. Unsurprisingly, they were recognized as one of the world's most luxurious fragrance 
houses.

Among their plentiful o�erings was Casbah Incensence, a fragrance inspired by the enigmatic 
souks of Marrakech, nestled in the heart of North Africa. This captivating scent 
captured the essence of the ancient city, blending intense notes of amber and 
floral fragrances with a rich combination of incense, vanilla, champagne, 
sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, myrrh, and sandalwood. The result was 
a beautifully indulgent and complex fragrance that lingered long after it 
was applied, making it the perfect choice for both day and night.

At the heart of Casbah Incensence lay a prized ingredient 
sourced from one of the world's rarest and most expensive 
natural resins. This precious element added an air of exclusivity 
and allure to the fragrance, elevating it to unparalleled heights. 
Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most concentrated form of 
their fragrance line, ensured a long-lasting and balanced 
composition that left a radiant and robust impression on the 
skin. It was a symphony of sweet, balsamic, coumarin, fruity, 
tobacco, hay, woody, nutty, and tonka notes, crafting an 
intensely sweet and creamy vanilla aroma.

Pure McCoy Perfumes were the epitome of luxury in perfumery, 
enveloping the wearer in a captivating cloud of beauty and 
luxury. Casbah Incensence, with its beautiful spicy and smokey 
fragrance intertwined with hints of deep fruit and leather, left a 
lasting impression on all who encountered it. Vanilla, patchouli, 
clove, honey, tonka bean, smokiness, and the essence of white lotus 
blended harmoniously, delivering an unmistakable polarizing scent of 
ultra-luxury.

Casbah Incensence revealed facets of clove, honey, sandalwood, tonka bean, 
coumarin, and amber, adorned with an intense golden nectar amber colour that exuded 
mystery and allure. Step into the world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where stories are woven through 
fragrances, and each scent tells a tale of luxury and sophistication.

Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, globally renowned as one of the most 
prestigious fragrance houses in the world. Immerse yourself in a world of luxury, where only the 
finest raw and natural ingredients are meticulously selected by our master Perfumers.

Let the captivating essence of Spice De Afrique transport you to the spice routes of North Africa. 
Its rich blend of spicy amber and floral notes, combined with the luxurious scents of incense, 

vanilla, champagne, myrrh, tonka bean, frankincense, and honey, creates a fragrance that 
indulges your senses. This complex aroma lingers long after its application, making 

it the perfect choice for both day and night.

At the heart of Spice De Afrique lies a precious ingredient sourced 
from one of the world's rarest and most expensive natural resins. 

This exclusive element adds a touch of sophistication and 
exclusivity to our fragrances, elevating them to new heights. 

Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most concentrated form of our 
fragrance line, unveils an intensely sweet and creamy vanilla 
aroma. Its well-balanced composition of sweet, balsamic, 
coumarin, fruity, tobacco, hay, woody, nutty, and tonka notes 
leaves your skin radiant and enveloped in luxury.

Indulge in our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes, the 
standard of luxury in the world of parfumerie. Immerse 
yourself in a cloud of beautiful spicy and smoky fragrances 
enriched with hints of deep fruit and leather. The 
harmonious blend of vanilla, patchouli, clove, honey, tonka 

bean, smokiness, and white lotus creates an unmistakable 
polarizing scent that embodies the essence of ultra-luxury.

Spice De Afrique unveils an enchanting fusion of clove, honey, 
sandalwood, tonka bean, coumarin, and amber, capturing their 

facets in an intense golden nectar amber hue. Embrace the mystery 
and allure of this fragrance as it entices and captivates those around 

you. Pure McCoy Parfums invites you to embark on a journey of sensory 
indulgence where sophistication meets luxury.

Spice De AfriqueCasbah Incensence

Sent Journey from Casbah Incensence: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Top Notes: Frangipani, Ylang-Ylang, black pepper.

Heart Notes: Benzoin, Pine, Patchouli, Honey, Sandalwood, Tonka Bean, 
Courmarin, Amber, Tobacco. 

Base Notes: Frankincense, Incense, Civit, Sa�ron, Champaca.

Sent Journey from  Spice De Afrique: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Frangipani, Ylang-Ylang, Jasmine, White Lotus.

Heart Notes: Clove, Nutmeg, Honey, Sandalwood, Tonka Bean, Courmarin, Amber. 

Base Notes: Palo Santo, Patchouli, Myre, Musk, Sa�ron, Champaca.



Pure McCoy Parfums is recognized as one of the world’s most luxurious fragrance houses, with hot 
spices such as cinnamon and cloves blending in harmony with woods and resins. 

Only the world's top-quality raw and natural ingredients have been carefully 
selected to be curated by our master Perfumers. The Far East of Asia with 
intense scents of Frankincense, Myrrh, & Sandalwood, giving that soft 
smokey essence of Incense with Oud and floral fragrance that is a 
rich Incense, Lotus, Champaca, Sa�ron, Tonka Bean, and Honey 
for a luxury scent of beautifully indulgent and luxurious 
complex fragrance that lingers long after it has been applied 
and the perfect choice for day or night. 

Majestic Orient Wind's prized ingredient comes from 
one of the world's rarest and most expensive natural 
resins and oils. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum is the 
most concentrated form of our fragrance line. 
Sweet, balsam, coumarin, fruity, tobacco, hay, 
woody, nutty, tonka with a long-lasting and 
balanced fragrance composition left radiant 
robustrong on your skin. 

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes are the luxury 
standard of the world's parfumerie, surrounding 
you in a cloud of Vanilla, Patchouli, clove, Honey, 
Tonka Bean, Smokyeness and White Lotus, 
Intensely sweet and very tenacious creamy vanilla 
odour delivering an unmistakable polarizing scent of 
ultra-luxury.  

Majestic Orient Wind evokes facets of Clove, Honey, 
Sandalwood, Tonka Bean, Courmarin, and Amber with an 
intense golden nectar amber colour with a mysterious and 
alluring scent.

Pure McCoy Parfums is recognized as one of the world’s most luxurious fragrance houses, with hot 
spices such as cinnamon and cloves blending in harmony with woods and resins. 

Only the world's top-quality raw and natural ingredients have been carefully 
selected to be curated by our master Perfumers. Pure McCoy Warm Spice 

Winds is inspired by North Africa's mysterious souks of Marrakech with 
aromatic scents of Amber and floral fragrance that is a rich Incense, 

Vanilla, Champaca, Sa�ron, Tonka Bean, Frankincense, Myrrh, & 
Sandalwood, giving that soft smokey essence of Incense and 

Honey for a luxury scent of beautifully indulgent and 
luxurious complex fragrance that lingers long after it has 

been applied and the perfect choice for day or night. 

Warm Spice Winds' prized ingredient comes from one 
of the world's rarest and most expensive natural 
resins. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum is the most 
concentrated form of our fragrance line; intensely 
sweet and very tenacious creamy vanilla odour 
with a long-lasting and balanced fragrance compo-
sition left radiant and robust on your skin. 

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes are the luxury 
standard of the world's parfumerie, surrounding 
you in a cloud of A beautiful spicy, smokey 
fragrance with nuances of deep fruit and leather. 

Vanilla, Patchouli, clove, Honey, Tonka Bean, 
Smokyeness and White Lotus deliver an unmistak-

able polarizing scent of ultra-luxury.  

Warm Spice Winds evokes facets of Clove, Honey, 
Sandalwood, Tonka Bean, Courmarin, and Amber with an 

intense golden nectar amber colour with a mysterious and 
alluring scent.
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Majestic Orient Wind  Warm Spice Winds 

Sent Journey: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Top Notes: Frangipani, Ylang-Ylang, Jasmine, White Lotus.

Heart Notes: Clove, Honey, Sandalwood, Tonka Bean, Courmarin, Amber. 

Base Notes: Frankincense, Incense, Civit, Sa�ron, Champaca.

Sent Journey: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Top Notes: Frangipani, Ylang-Ylang, Jasmine, White Lotus.

Heart Notes: Clove, Honey, Sandalwood, Tonka Bean, Courmarin, Amber. 

Base Notes: Frankincense, Incense, Civit, Sa�ron, Champaca.
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Indulge in the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, an esteemed fragrance house renowned 
for its opulent creations. Our fragrances harmoniously blend hot spices like cinnamon and cloves 
with the richness of woods and resins, creating a sensory experience that is truly unparalleled.

At Pure McCoy, we believe in using only the finest raw and natural ingredients, carefully curated by 
our master Perfumers. Inspired by the mystical souks of Marrakech in North Africa, Pure McCoy 
Oriental Spice takes you on a fragrant journey. Immerse yourself in its intense scents of 
amber and floral notes, interwoven with a rich blend of incense, vanilla, champaca, 
sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, myrrh, and sandalwood. This exquisitely 
complex fragrance leaves a soft, smoky essence lingering on your skin, 
making it the perfect choice for any occasion, day or night.

The prized ingredient in Oriental Spice is sourced from one of the 
world's rarest and most expensive natural resins, adding a touch 
of exclusivity to our fragrance. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum 
represents the pinnacle of our fragrance line, boasting an 
intensely sweet and creamy vanilla aroma. Its well-balanced 
composition of sweet, balsamic, coumarin, fruity, tobacco, 
hay, woody, nutty, and tonka notes leaves a radiant and 
robust impression on your skin, ensuring a lasting and 
captivating fragrance experience.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes are the epitome of 
luxury in the world of parfumerie. Wrap yourself in a cloud 
of decadence with notes of vanilla, patchouli, clove, 
honey, tonka bean, smokiness, and white lotus. This 
unmistakable blend delivers a polarizing scent that 
exudes ultra-luxury and sophistication.

Discover the allure of Oriental Spice, with its intriguing facets 
of clove, honey, sandalwood, tonka bean, coumarin, and 
amber. Immerse yourself in its intense golden nectar amber 
color as the fragrance unfolds its mysterious and captivating 
aroma. Pure McCoy Parfums invites you to indulge in the art of luxury 
perfumery, where every scent tells a story of opulence and elegance.

Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, a prestigious fragrance house 
renowned for its opulent creations. Our exquisite fragrances combine the warmth of hot spices like 
cinnamon and cloves with the richness of woods and resins, resulting in captivating scents that 
exude elegance and sophistication.

At Pure McCoy Parfums, we spare no e�ort in sourcing only the world's finest raw and natural 
ingredients. Our master Perfumers meticulously curate each fragrance, ensuring that 

every note and accord is of the highest quality. Step into the realm of Cashmere 
Clouds, an iconic scent that embodies the essence of self-indulgence.

Cashmere Clouds is a sensory masterpiece, blending pungent 
scents of Lilly of the Valley, Moroccan Jasmine, warm Sandal-

wood, Amber, and woody floral musk. This luxurious fragrance 
reveals a complex composition featuring incense, vanilla, 

champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, and honey. 
It's a symphony of indulgence, leaving a beautiful trail that 
lingers long after it has been applied, making it the 
perfect choice for both day and night.

The prized ingredient in Cashmere Clouds is derived 
from one of the world's rarest and most expensive 
natural resins. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most 
concentrated form of our fragrance line, ensures a 
long-lasting and balanced fragrance composition that 
radiates captivating allure. Immerse yourself in the 
cloud of Cashmere Clouds, where herbal, mossy, 
woody, lavender, lemon, cashmere, oud, frankincense, 

tonka bean, sa�ron, and honey vanilla notes intertwine 
to create an unmistakable scent of ultra-luxury.

Let Cashmere Clouds transport you to a realm of luxury and 
intrigue. Its intoxicating blend of cashmere, oud, frankin-

cense, tonka bean, sa�ron, honey, and vanilla evokes a sense 
of golden nectar, enveloping you in an intense and alluring 

aroma. Embrace the allure of Pure McCoy Parfums and indulge in 
the sophistication and luxury that Cashmere Clouds embodies.

Cashmere CloudsOriental Spice

Sent Journey from Orential Spice:
KEY INGREDIENTS: Oud, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, 
Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Gingerlilly.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence, Oud.

Sent Journey from Cashmere Clouds: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Cashmere, Oud, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Lime, Mandarin Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Sandalwood, Musk, Champaca.



Floral History and ingredients story:
Step into the world of Puremccoy, where the captivating history of floral perfumes intertwines with the quest for the 
rarest and most seductive ingredients. Within the esteemed house of Puremccoy, master perfumers have sought 
out the blooms that can transport the senses to enchantment.

In their pursuit of floral excellence, the perfumers of Puremccoy have journeyed to the fertile valleys of Bulgaria, 
where the prized Rosa Damascena reigns supreme. Nestled amidst the rose fields, the delicate and fragrant petals 
are meticulously handpicked at dawn, capturing the essence of romance and elegance. These precious blooms 
become the heart of Puremccoy's floral compositions, infusing the perfumes with an undeniable allure.

But Puremccoy's dedication to rarity and sophistication doesn't end with the mystical rose. The perfumers venture 
to the sun-drenched landscapes of Grasse, France, searching for the elusive and intoxicating jasmine grandiflorum. 
Amongst the carefully tended jasmine vines, they pluck the blossoms at their peak, capturing their ethereal 
fragrance. This rare ingredient adds a layer of sensuality and intrigue to Puremccoy's floral creations, creating 
scents that seduce the senses and evoke a sense of timeless beauty.

To further enhance their floral compositions, the master perfumers of Puremccoy carefully select complementary 
ingredients that accentuate the allure of the blooms. The velvety petals of violet and iris lend a touch of elegance, 
while hints of citrus add vibrancy and freshness. These meticulously chosen notes are balanced, resulting in 
perfumes embodying the essence of femininity, passion, and sophistication.

Each bottle from the house of Puremccoy is a testament to the artistry and dedication of the perfumers, as well as 
their commitment to sourcing the rarest and most exquisite floral ingredients. With every spritz, Puremccoy invites 
you to immerse yourself in a world of captivating floral scents, where rare blooms from around the globe blend 
harmoniously to create perfumes that ignite desire and evoke timeless beauty.

� Lotus Flower
� Sweet Honey Rose No6
� Sweet Jasmine

Floral Luxury 
Perfume collection 
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Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, a 
renowned fragrance house celebrated for its opulent creations. Our 
commitment to excellence is evident in the meticulous selection of 
world-class raw and natural ingredients curated by our master Perfum-
ers. Pure McCoy Lotus Flower captures the region's essence in a 
single bottle, drawing inspiration from the far reaches of Southeast 
Asia.

Indulge your senses in the captivating blend of powerful, thin, sweet, 
fresh, and fruity floral notes. The essence of jasmine, gardenia, 
muguet, and bergamot intertwines harmoniously, creating a symphony 
of scents that dance upon your skin. Deep and sultry undertones of 
amber and rich vanilla add a layer of complexity, making Lotus Flower 
a truly indulgent and luxurious fragrance that lingers long after it has 
been applied. Lotus Flower is perfect for a radiant day or enchanting 
night.

At the heart of Lotus Flower lies a prized ingredient sourced from one 
of the world's rarest and most expensive natural oils. This modern, 
fresh carnation brings bright floral notes that infuse the fragrance with 
an irresistible allure. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most concentrat-
ed form of our fragrance line, ensures a long-lasting and balanced 
scent composition that remains radiant and robust on your skin, 
leaving an indelible impression.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes are synonymous with the highest 
luxury standard in the parfumerie world. Immerse yourself in a cloud of 
sophistication with the powerful and captivating blend of thin, sweet, 
fresh, fruity, and floral notes. The interplay of jasmine, gardenia, 
muguet, vanilla, spicy hints, and the delicate touch of honey and white 
lotus creates an unmistakable polarizing scent that exudes unrivalled 
luxury.

Let the enchanting Lotus Flower transport you to a world of bliss with 
its light, translucent mauve color. The fragrance reveals facets of 
bergamot, jasmine, ylang-ylang, and amber, evoking an aura of 
mystery and allure. Pure McCoy Parfums invites you to embrace the art 
of luxury perfumery, where every scent tells a story of indulgence and 
elegance.

Immerse yourself in pure luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, an esteemed fragrance house renowned for its opulent creations. 
We spare no expense in selecting only the finest raw and natural ingredients, meticulously curated by our master Perfumers. 
We are introducing Sweet Honey Rose No6, a fragrance sourced from Bulgaria, steeped in a 300-year-old tradition of 
craftsmanship.

Prepare to be captivated by this exquisite floral composition's deep, 
complex sweetness. Experience the rich interplay of fruity, jammy notes 
with hints of berries, bergamot, jasmine, ylang-ylang, clary sage, 
and honey. Sweet Honey Rose No6 envelops you in a 
beautifully indulgent scent, o�ering a luxurious 
complexity that lingers long after it has been 
applied. This fragrance is perfect for a radiant 
day or an enchanting evening.

At the heart of Sweet Honey Rose 
No6 lies a prized ingredient from 
one of the world's rarest and most 
expensive natural oils. Exuding 
exotic floral characterist ics 
with sweet, balsamic, and 
spicy undertones, this fragrance is 
elevated by a modern, fresh 
carnation bursting with bright floral 
notes. Pure McCoy Eau De 
Parfum, the most concentrated form 
of our fragrance line, ensures a 
long-lasting and balanced fragrance 
composition that remains radiant and 
robust on your skin.

Experience the epitome of luxury with our signature 
Pure McCoy Perfumes. Step into a cloud of powerful yet 
delicate thin, sweet, fresh, fruity, and floral notes, including 
jasmine, gardenia, muguet, vanilla, spicy hints, and honey. With the 
added touch of white lotus, our fragranc- es deliver an unmistakable polarizing 
scent that embodies the essence of ultra-luxury. Let the aura of Sweet Honey Rose No6 
transport you to a world of allure as it evokes facets of rose, geranium, bergamot, jasmine, heliotrope, lily, and pink pepper. 
Embrace the beauty of this fragrance, represented by its light translucent rose color, and indulge in its mysterious and captivat-
ing allure.

Sweet Honey Rose No6Lotus Flower

Sent Journey from Lotus Flower: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Pink Lotus, Honey, Sa�ron and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Jasmine, Ylang-Ylang.

Heart Notes: Dewfruit, Apricot, Tulip.

Base Notes: Courmin, Rose, Tuberose.

Sent Journey from Sweet Honey Rose No6: 

KEY INGREDIENTS: Rose, Geranium, Bergamot, Jasmine, Heliotrope, Lilly, pink pepper.

Top Notes: Rose, Geranium, Bergamot, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Honey, Vanilla, 

Base Notes: Heliotrope, Lilly, pink pepper.



Sweet Jasmine
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Sent Journey from Sweet Jasmine: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Jasmine, Geranium, Bergamot, Jasmine, 
Heliotrope, Lilly, pink pepper.

Top Notes: Rose, Geranium, Bergamot, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Honey, Vanilla, 

Base Notes: Heliotrope, Lilly, pink pepper.

Indulge in the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, a renowned 
fragrance house known for its opulent creations. We pride ourselves 
on selecting only the world's finest raw and natural ingredients, 
meticulously curated by our master Perfumers. Enter the world of 
Sweet Jasmine, a fragrance sourced from Persia, rooted in a 
history of over 900 years.

Immerse yourself in the powerful yet delicate scent of this 
exquisite fragrance. Sweet Jasmine captures the essence of 
thin, sweet, fresh, fruity, and floral notes, featuring jasmine, 
gardenia, muguet, bergamot, ylang-ylang, clary sage, and 
honey. It's a symphony of fragrant beauty, o�ering a deep, 
complex composition that lingers long after it has been 
applied. Sweet Jasmine is perfect for an enchanting daytime 
allure or an alluring evening presence.

At the heart of Sweet Jasmine lies a prized ingredient 
sourced from one of the world's rarest and most expensive 
natural oils. This fragrance exhibits exotic floral characteristics 
with sweet, balsamic, and spicy undertones, complemented 
by the inclusion of a modern, fresh carnation that bursts with 
bright floral notes. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most 
concentrated form of our fragrance line, ensures a long-lasting 
and balanced composition that radiates magnificently on your 
skin.

Experience the luxury standard of Pure McCoy Perfumes, 
enveloping you in a cloud of jasmine, honey, and white lotus. Our 
fragrances deliver an unmistakable polarizing scent that embodies 
the essence of ultra-luxury. Sweet Jasmine awakens the senses, 
evoking facets of jasmine, geranium, bergamot, heliotrope, lily, and 
pink pepper. Its light translucent rose colour reflects the allure of this 
fragrance, leaving a trail of mystery and fascination wherever you go. 
Elevate your fragrance experience to new heights with the irresistible charm 
of Sweet Jasmine.



� Grand Leather No7
� Vetiver Leather
� Leather Spice
� Woody Leather
� Java Patucholi Leather 
� Marrakesh Sa�ron Leather
� Smokey Leather
� Vanilla Rose LeatherPe
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Leather History
and ingredients story:
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Welcome to the irresistible world of Puremccoy, where the captivating history of leather perfumes 
intertwines with the pursuit of the rarest and most seductive ingredients. Within the esteemed 
house of Puremccoy, master perfumers have embarked on a quest to capture the essence of the 
finest leather scents, crafting olfactory masterpieces that exude sensuality and intrigue.

The story begins in the realms of ancient civilizations, where leather was revered for its luxurious 
allure. Puremccoy's perfumers draw inspiration from the legacy of leather craftsmanship, where 
skilled artisans transformed raw hides into supple works of art. Their meticulous dedication is a 
guiding light in creating Puremccoy's leather perfumes.

Puremccoy's perfumers explore the farthest corners of the world to capture the essence of leather. 
They journey to the sun-soaked landscapes of the Mediterranean, where the revered and rare 
ingredient known as birch tar resides. Extracted from the bark of birch trees, this smoky essence 
carries the spirit of the forest and infuses the leather perfumes with a distinct and seductive 
character.

In their quest for authenticity, the master perfumers of Puremccoy meticulously blend the birch tar 
note with other carefully chosen ingredients. Earthy patchouli and warm spices like cardamom and 
clove add depth and complexity, evoking a sense of mystery and intrigue. Delicate hints of sa�ron 
or jasmine weave a seductive tapestry, while smoky incense notes provide an air of intrigue and 
sensuality.

The leather perfumes of Puremccoy are a testament to the artistry and dedication of the perfumers, 
as well as their commitment to sourcing the rarest and most exquisite ingredients. With every 
application, Puremccoy invites you to immerse yourself in a world of captivating and seductive 
scents, where the essence of fine leather combines with rare and carefully selected elements to 
create fragrances that exude confidence, allure, and irresistible magnetism.

Experience the allure of Puremccoy's leather perfumes and let their seductive notes envelop you 
in an aura of sophistication and sensuality. Allow yourself to be transported to a world where the 
timeless art of leather crafting meets the captivating realm of perfumery, leaving an indelible 
impression long after the scent has settled on your skin.



Indulge in the world of Pure McCoy Parfums, a prestigious fragrance house renowned for its 
commitment to luxury. We spare no expense in sourcing only the finest raw and natural ingredients, 
meticulously curated by our master Perfumers. Allow yourself to be captivated by the exquisite 
allure of Vetiver Leather, a scent that embodies the epitome of indulgence.

Vetiver Leather entices the senses with its aromatic blend of vetiver, musk, frankincense, 
timber-silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, incense, wood campfire, smoke, dry wood, and pheno-
lic leathery notes. This luxurious fragrance o�ers a beautifully complex aroma that lingers long after 
it has been applied, making it the perfect choice for any occasion, day or night.

At the heart of Vetiver Leather lies a prized ingredient sourced from one of the world's rarest and 
most precious natural resins. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most concentrated form of our 
fragrance line, ensures a long-lasting and perfectly balanced composition that leaves a radiant and 
robust impression on your skin. Experience the harmonious blend of scents that define true luxury.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes set the standard for luxury in perfumery. Surround yourself in 
a cloud of vanilla, vetiver, clove, musk, frankincense, timber silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, 
and incense, delivering an unmistakable and polarizing scent of ultra-luxury. Vetiver Leather 
evokes facets of clove, honey, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, and 
incense, all enclosed within an intense golden nectar amber hue, creating a mysterious and 
alluring aura that is sure to leave a lasting impression.

Vetiver LeatherGrand Leather No7 
Step into the realm of Pure McCoy Parfums, an esteemed fragrance house renowned for its 
unwavering commitment to luxury. We meticulously handpick only the world's finest raw and 
natural ingredients, ensuring every fragrance curated by our master Perfumers exudes luxury 
and sophistication. Immerse yourself in the captivating allure of Grand Leather No7, a scent 
that embodies the epitome of indulgence.

Grand Leather No7 entices the senses with its aromatic blend of musk, frankincense, timber 
silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, and incense. Infused with a hint of honey, this luxurious 
fragrance o�ers a beautifully complex aroma that lingers long after applying it, making it the 
perfect choice for both day and night.

At the heart of Grand Leather No7 lies a prized ingredient from one of the world's rarest and 
most precious natural resins. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the concentrated essence of our 
fragrance line, ensures a long-lasting and harmoniously balanced composition that leaves a 
radiant and robust impression on your skin. Let the scent transport you to a world of elegance 
and refinement.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes set the standard for luxury in perfumery. Surround 
yourself in a cloud of vanilla, patchouli, clove, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka bean, 
spruce, palo santo, and incense, delivering an unmistakable and polarizing scent of 
ultra-luxury. Experience the multi-faceted allure of Grand Leather No7, where clove, honey, 
musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka bean, spruce, and palo santo intertwine, all enclosed 
within an intense golden nectar amber hue, creating a captivating and mysterious aura.

Sent Journey from Grand Leather No7: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Musk, Frankincense, Timbersilk, Tonka Bean, Spruce, 
Palo Santo, Incense. 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lavender, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Clove, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Spruce, Palo Santo, Incense.
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Sent Journey from Vetiver Leather: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Vetiver, Musk, Frankincense, Timbersilk, Tonka Bean, Spruce, 
Palo Santo, Incense. 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lavender, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Clove, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Spruce, Palo Santo, Incense.



Immerse yourself in the opulent world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury meets artistry. 
As one of the most esteemed fragrance houses globally, we are dedicated to crafting 
scents that evoke a sense of indulgence and refinement. Only the finest raw and natural 
ingredients have been meticulously chosen by our master Perfumers to create our 
exquisite fragrances.

Experience the allure of Pure McCoy Summer Spicy Leather, a fragrance that embodies the 
essence of luxury. With its captivating blend of cardamom, musk, frankincense, timber silk, 
tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, incense, and honey, this scent exudes a beautifully 
complex and indulgent aroma. Summer Spicy Leather is a perfect choice, whether for 
daytime elegance or evening sophistication.

At the heart of Summer Spicy Leather lies a precious ingredient from one of the world's 
rarest and most valuable natural resins. Our Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the epitome of 
concentration and refinement, ensures a lasting fragrance experience. The composition of 
a wood campfire, smoke, dry wood, phenolic, and leathery notes creates a long-lasting and 
balanced fragrance that leaves a radiant and robust impression on your skin.

Indulge in our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes, known for setting the standard of luxury in 
the world of perfumery. Wrap yourself in a cloud of vanilla, cardamom, patchouli, clove, 
musk, frankincense, timber silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, and incense. Summer Spicy 
Leather evokes facets of cardamom, clove, honey, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka 
bean, spruce, palo santo, and smell, all enveloped in an intense golden nectar amber hue, 
exuding a mysterious and alluring aura that will captivate those around you.

Summer Spicy Leather Woody Leather
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Step into Pure McCoy Parfums, where the epitome of luxury fragrance awaits. Renowned as one of the 
world's most prestigious perfume houses, we pride ourselves on selecting only the finest raw materials 
to be curated by our master Perfumers. Our commitment to quality ensures that you experience the true 
essence of luxury.

Indulge in the captivating allure of Pure McCoy Woody Leather, a fragrance that embodies sophistication 
and refinement. Immerse yourself in the aromatic scents of musk, frankincense, myrrh, and sandalwood, 
which combine to create a soft smoky essence reminiscent of incense. Enhanced with notes of timber 
silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, perfume, and honey, this fragrance o�ers a beautifully indulgent and 
complex aroma that lingers long after it has been applied. Whether day or night, Woody Leather is the 
perfect choice for those seeking a luxurious experience.

Another exquisite creation is Pure McCoy Java Patchouli Leather, a fragrance that captures the senses 
with its unique composition. With hints of tobacco and dried fruits, accompanied by animalic and dark 
leathery middle notes, this scent o�ers a slightly smoky and captivating essence. The luxury and 
complexity of the smell leave a lasting impression, enveloping you in an aura of indulgence.

At the heart of our Woody Leather fragrance lies a prized ingredient sourced from one of the world's 
rarest and most expensive natural resins. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most concentrated form of our 
fragrance line, guarantees a long-lasting and balanced composition that radiates on your skin. 
Experience the essence of luxury as our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes surround you in a cloud of 
vanilla, patchouli, clove, musk, timber-silk, tonka Incensece, palo santo, and incense. The woody Leather 
fragrance evokes facets of benzoin, clove, honey, musk, timber-silk, timber-silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo 
santo, and incense, all captured within an intense golden nectar amber hue, leaving an aura of mystery 
and allure in its wake.

Sent Journey from Summer Spicy Leather: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Cardamon, Musk, Frankincense, Timbersilk, Tonka Bean, Spruce, 
Palo Santo, Incense. 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lavender, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Clove, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Spruce, Palo Santo, Copaiba, Cardamon.

Sent Journey from Woody Leather: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Musk, Frankincense, Timbersilk, Tonka Bean, Spruce, Palo Santo, 
Incense. 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lavender, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Clove, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Benzoin, Palo Santo, Copaiba, Incensence.



Java Patchouli Leather
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Welcome to the enchanting world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and opulence reign 
supreme. Renowned as one of the world's most prestigious fragrance houses, we take great pride 
in selecting only the finest raw and natural ingredients, curated by our master Perfumers.

Immerse yourself in the captivating scent of Pure McCoy Marrakesh Sa�ron Leather. This 
fragrance exudes an air of sophistication with its intense blend of sa�ron, musk, frankincense, 
timber silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, incense, and honey. The result is a complex and 
indulgent fragrance that lingers on the skin, making it the perfect choice for daytime and evening 
wear.

At the heart of Marrakesh Sa�ron Leather lies a prized ingredient sourced from one of the world's 
rarest and most expensive natural resins. Our Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the epitome of concen-
tration and refinement, ensures a long-lasting and well-balanced fragrance composition that 
radiates boldly on your skin.

Experience the luxury standard of Pure McCoy Perfumes as we envelop you in a cloud of vanilla, 
sa�ron, clove, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, and incense. Each 
note contributes to an unmistakable and polarizing scent of ultra-luxury. Marrakesh Sa�ron 
Leather captures the essence of sa�ron, clove, honey, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka 
bean, spruce, palo santo, and incense, emanating an intense golden nectar amber color that 
exudes mystery and allure.

Indulge your senses in the captivating fragrances of Pure McCoy Parfums. Allow us to transport 
you to a realm of unrivalled luxury, where every scent tells a story of sophistication and elegance. 
Discover the art of perfumery and let our creations leave an unforgettable impression wherever 
you go.

Marrakesh Sa�ron Leather
Welcome to the enchanting world of Pure McCoy Parfums, a name synonymous with luxury and 
sophistication. Our esteemed fragrance house is globally recognized for crafting some of the 
most exquisite scents in the world. We take pride in our meticulous selection of only the finest raw 
and natural ingredients, carefully curated by our master Perfumers.

Experience the allure of Pure McCoy Java Patchouli Leather, excludes and indulgence. Immerse 
yourself in scents of musk, frankincense timber-silkily, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, incense, 
and honey. This captivating blend creates a complex and luxurious fragrance that lingers on the 
skin, making it the perfect choice for any occasion, day or night.

At the heart of Java Patchouli Leather lies a prized ingredient sourced from one of the world's 
rarest and most expensive natural oils. Our Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the epitome of 
concentration and refinement, accentuates the notes of tobacco and dried fruits with hints of 
animalic and dark leathery middle notes and a subtle smokiness. Its long-lasting and balanced 
composition ensures the fragrance radiates on your skin throughout the day.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes are renowned for setting the standard of luxury of perfumery. 
Surround yourself in a cloud of vanilla, patchouli, clove, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka 
bean, spruce, palo santo, and incense, as these distinct aromas create an unmistakable and 
polarizing scent of ultra-luxury. Java Patchouli Leather captures the essence of patchouli, clove, 
honey, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, and incense, embodying 
an intense golden nectar amber color that radiates mystery and allure.

Indulge your senses and embark on a luxury journey with Pure McCoy Parfums. Each fragrance is 
meticulously crafted to provide an extraordinary olfactory experience, leaving an indelible 
impression wherever you go. Discover the art of scent and immerse yourself in the world of Pure 
McCoy.

Sent Journey from Marrakesh Safron Leather: 

KEY INGREDIENTS: Clove, Sa�ron, Musk, Frankincense, Timbersilk, Tonka Bean, Spruce, 
Palo Santo, Incense. 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lavender, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Sa�ron, Frankincense, Clove, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Spruce, Palo Santo, Valerian, Incensence.

Sent Journey from Java Patchouli Leather: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Patchouli, Musk, Frankincense, Timbersilk, Tonka Bean, Spruce, 
Palo Santo, Incense. 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lavender, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Clove, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Spruce, Palo Santo, Copaiba, Incensence.



Welcome to Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury meets indulgence. We take great pride in 
being recognized as one of the world's most luxurious fragrance houses, o�ering you an 
unparalleled olfactory experience. Only the finest raw and natural ingredients have been 
meticulously selected by our master Perfumers to create our exquisite scents.

You are introducing Pure McCoy Smokey Leather, a fragrance that epitomizes sophistication 
and allure. Immerse yourself in the aromatic blend of musk, frankincense, timber silk, tonka 
bean, spruce, palo santo, incense, and honey. This luxurious and complex fragrance lingers on 
your skin, making it the perfect choice for any occasion, day or night.

The prized ingredient of Smokey Leather comes from one of the world's rarest and most 
expensive natural resins, ensuring its exceptional quality. Our Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the 
highest concentration in our fragrance line, captivates with notes of tobacco and dried fruits, 
accompanied by animalic, dark leathery middle notes and a hint of smokiness. Its long-lasting 
and balanced composition radiates richness and elegance.

Step into a world of indulgence with our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes. Immerse yourself in 
a cloud of vanilla, patchouli, clove, musk, frankincense, timber silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo 
santo, and incense. These meticulously crafted scents deliver an unmistakable polarizing 
fragrance that embodies the epitome of ultra-luxury. Smokey Leather evokes facets of clove, 
honey, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, and incense, creating 
an intense golden nectar amber color and an alluring scent that leaves a lasting impression.

Experience the beautiful world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where every smell tells a story of 
luxury and elegance. Let our fragrances transport you to a realm of luxury, where the finest 
ingredients and meticulous craftsmanship combine to create unforgettable olfactory 
experiences. Embrace the allure of Smokey Leather and discover the embodiment of true 
luxury in every drop.

Smokey Leather Rose Leather
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Welcome to the enchanting world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury meets elegance. As one of the 
world's most renowned fragrance houses, we take immense pride in curating exquisite scents that 
captivate your senses. Our commitment to quality is unwavering, as we only select the finest raw and 
natural ingredients for our master Perfumers to work their magic.

It introduced Pure McCoy Rose Leather, a fragrance embodying luxury's essence. Immerse yourself in 
the aromatic blend of musk, frankincense, timber silk, tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, incense, and 
honey. This beautifully indulgent and complex fragrance leaves a lasting impression, making it the 
perfect choice for any occasion, day or night.

The prized ingredient of Rose Leather is sourced from one of the world's rarest and most expensive 
natural resins, ensuring its exceptional quality. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most concentrated form 
of our fragrance line, showcases a modern and fresh carnation note bursting with bright floral powdery 
sweetness, violet, and fruity undertones. Its long-lasting and balanced composition radiates elegance, 
enveloping you in a captivating aura.

Discover our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes, the epitome of luxury in the world of parfumerie. 
Immerse yourself in a cloud of Bulgarian rose, vanilla, patchouli, clove, musk, frankincense, timber silk, 
tonka bean, spruce, palo santo, and incense. These carefully crafted scents deliver an unmistakable 
polarizing fragrance, creating an aura of ultra-luxury that is simply irresistible. Rose Leather evokes 
facets of Bulgarian rose, clove, honey, musk, frankincense, timber-silk, tonka bean, spruce, and palo 
santo, adorned with an intense golden nectar amber color that exudes mystery and allure.

Experience the allure of Pure McCoy Parfums and indulge in the world of unrivalled luxury. Let our 
fragrances transport you to a realm of sophistication, where each note tells a tale of elegance and 
refinement. Embrace the irresistible charm of Rose Leather and revel in the sensory journey it o�ers, 
leaving an indelible mark wherever you go.

Sent Journey from Smokey Leather: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Musk, Frankincense, Timbersilk, Tonka Bean, Spruce, Palo Santo, 
Incense. 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lavender, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Clove, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Spruce, Palo Santo, Incense.

Sent Journey from Woody Leather: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Musk, Frankincense, Timbersilk, Tonka Bean, Spruce, Palo Santo, Incense. 

Top Notes: Bergamot, Lavender, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Clove, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Benzoin, Palo Santo, Copaiba, Incensence.



Perfume collection 
Wood  Luxury

� Australian Sandalwood
� Tonka Wood
� Grand Wood No8
� Chypre Wood
� Floral Wood
� Spicy Wood
� Campfire Wood



Australian Sandalwood

Welcome to the fascinating world of Puremccoy, where the captivating history of wood perfumes unfolds, 
immersing you in a sensory journey of rare ingredients and seductive aromas. Within the esteemed house of 
Puremccoy, master perfumers have embarked on a quest to capture the essence of the finest wood scents, 
creating olfactory masterpieces that exude elegance and intrigue.

The story begins in ancient forests, where majestic trees stand tall, their trunks seasoned by time and nature's 
embrace. Puremccoy's perfumers draw inspiration from the legacy of woodcraft, where the art of transforming 
timber into exquisite objects has long been celebrated. It is from this heritage that Puremccoy's wood perfumes 
take shape.

Puremccoy's perfumer's journey to the worlds farthest reaches to capture the essence of wood. They venture to 
the dense forests of Southeast Asia, where the revered agarwood trees, also known as oud, flourish. Here, in the 
heartwood of these magnificent trees, lies a rare and precious resin that exudes a captivating and woody aroma. 
With utmost care and reverence, the master perfumers extract this resin, infusing their creations with the timeless 
allure of agarwood.

In their quest for authenticity, the perfumers of Puremccoy blend the precious agarwood note with other carefully 
chosen ingredients. Warm and smoky accents of vetiver and sandalwood intertwine, adding depth and 
complexity to the wood perfumes. Hints of spices, such as cinnamon or cardamom, infuse the fragrances with an 
exotic allure, while velvety touches of vanilla or amber provide a sense of richness and sensuality.

The wood perfumes of Puremccoy are a testament to the artistry and dedication of the perfumers, as well as their 
commitment to sourcing the rarest and most exquisite ingredients. With every application, Puremccoy invites you 
to immerse yourself in a world of captivating and seductive scents, where the essence of fine wood combines 
with carefully selected elements to create fragrances that evoke sophistication, allure, and an irresistible charm.

Experience the allure of Puremccoy's wood perfumes and let their seductive notes transport you to enchanted 
forests, where the rich aroma of aged wood lingers. Indulge in the harmonious blend of precious woods and 
complementary ingredients as they intertwine to create an olfactory symphony that ignites passion, captivates the 
senses, and leaves an indelible mark on your journey through fragrance.

Welcome to the world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and sophistication 
reign supreme. As one of the most esteemed fragrance houses globally, we pride 
ourselves on crafting exquisite scents that embody elegance and charm. Our 
master Perfumers meticulously curate only the finest raw and natural ingredients, 
ensuring each creation is a masterpiece.

It introduces Pure McCoy Australian Sandalwood, a fragrance that captures the 
essence of pure luxury. Immerse yourself in the rich, spicy scents of sandalwood, 
amber, and a captivating floral bouquet. This indulgent and complex fragrance is 
enriched with notes of incense, vanilla, champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, 
frankincense, and honey, creating an olfactory experience that lingers on your skin, 
making it the perfect choice for any occasion, day or night.

The prized ingredient in Australian Sandalwood is sourced from one of the world's 
rarest and most expensive natural oils, ensuring its unparalleled quality. Pure 
McCoy Eau De Parfum, the most concentrated form of our fragrance line, 
showcases a balanced composition that is long-lasting and radiant on your skin, 
leaving a trail of enchantment wherever you go.

Immerse yourself in the signature Pure McCoy Perfumes, the epitome of luxury in 
the world of parfumerie. Surround yourself with a cloud of vanilla, sandalwood, 
clove, honey, tonka bean, smokiness, and pine. These carefully selected notes 
create an unmistakable polarizing scent that embodies the essence of ultra-luxury. 
Australian Sandalwood evokes facets of clove, honey, sandalwood, tonka bean, 
coumarin, and amber, enveloped in an intense golden nectar amber color, exuding 
an air of mystery and allure.

Step into the realm of Pure McCoy Parfums and experience the allure of 
exceptional craftsmanship. Let our fragrances transport you to a world of luxury and 
sophistication, where each note tells a story of elegance and refinement. Embrace 
the captivating essence of Australian Sandalwood and embark on a sensory 
journey that will leave a lasting impression on all who encounter its enchanting 
aroma.
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Sent Journey from  Australian 
Sandalwood: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Sandalwood, Pine, Cypress, Frankincense, Tonka 
Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cedar, Oakmoss, Incensence, Pine.

Wood
History and
ingredients
story:



Tonka Wood
Immerse yourself in Pure McCoy Parfums, the epitome of luxury in the world of 
fragrance. Renowned for our commitment to excellence, we are recognized as one 
of the most prestigious fragrance houses globally. Our master Perfumers carefully 
curate only the finest raw and natural ingredients, ensuring an unparalleled olfactory 
experience.

It introduces Pure McCoy Tonka Wood, a scent that captures the essence of 
sophistication and indulgence. This fragrance combines the best of both worlds with 
a dominant wood note of pine and invigorating top notes of citrus fruit. Envelop 
yourself in the intoxicating blend of Palo Santo, sandalwood, amber, and a 
captivating floral bouquet. The rich undertones of incense, vanilla, champaca, 
sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, and honey create a complex and luxurious 
fragrance long after it has been applied, making it the perfect choice for any 
occasion.

The prized ingredient in Tonka Wood is sourced from one of the rarest and most 
expensive natural oils in the world, ensuring its exceptional quality. Pure McCoy Eau 
De Parfum, the most concentrated form of our fragrance line, showcases a balanced 
and long-lasting composition that leaves a radiant and strong impression on your 
skin. Let the enchanting aroma of Tonka Wood captivate your senses and transport 
you to a world of luxury and elegance.

Indulge in our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes, the epitome of luxury in parfumerie. 
Surround yourself with a cloud of vanilla, Palo Santo, sandalwood, clove, honey, 
tonka bean, smokiness, and pine. These carefully selected notes create an 
unmistakable and polarizing scent that embodies the essence of ultra-luxury. Tonka 
Wood evokes facets of clove, honey, sandalwood, tonka bean, coumarin, and amber, 
all wrapped in an intense golden nectar amber hue, exuding a sense of mystery and 
allure.

Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums. Let the captivating 
aromas of Tonka Wood elevate your senses and leave a lasting impression wherever 
you go. Immerse yourself in the world of sophistication and indulgence, and discover 
the true artistry of fragrance crafted by our master Perfumers.
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Grand Wood No8
Step into Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury meets artistry in fragrances. Renowned as one of the most 
opulent scent houses globally, we take pride in crafting exquisite compositions focusing on wood 
accords, accompanied by a magnetic musk base and delicate floral notes.

Our master Perfumers handpick only the finest raw materials, ensuring that every bottle of Pure McCoy 
Wood No8 is a testament to our commitment to quality. This extraordinary fragrance showcases the rich 
and evocative scents of Palo Santo, sandalwood, amber, and a luxurious floral bouquet. The 
harmonious blend of incense, vanilla, champaca, fruity peach, woody sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, 
and honey creates a beautifully indulgent and complex fragrance that lingers on the skin, making it the 
perfect choice for any occasion, day or night.

The prized ingredient in Wood No8 is sourced from one of the rarest and most expensive natural oils in 
the world, elevating its uniqueness and allure. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum represents the pinnacle of 
our fragrance line, with its concentrated formula ensuring a long-lasting and balanced composition that 
radiates strength and elegance on the skin. Immerse yourself in the warm and inviting gourmand notes 
of caramel, almond, tobacco, and a touch of sweetness, embracing a genuinely unforgettable olfactory 
experience.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes epitomize the epitome of luxury in the world of parfumerie. 
Surround yourself in a cloud of sandalwood, Palo Santo, pine, cypress, frankincense, tonka bean, ginger, 
incense, orris, clove, cinnamon, honey, and vanilla. These meticulously selected notes come together 
to deliver an unmistakable and polarizing scent that exudes an aura of ultra-luxury. Wood No8 evokes 
facets of sandalwood, Palo Santo, pine, cypress, frankincense, tonka bean, cashmere, incense, orris, 
clove cinnamon, fruity peach, woody accords, honey, and vanilla, adorned with an intense golden 
nectar amber hue that captivates with its enigmatic allure.

Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums. Immerse yourself in the captivating world 
of Grand Wood No8, where luxury meets sophistication. Elevate your senses and embrace the 
fragrance artistry as you embark on a journey of olfactory delight crafted by our master Perfumers.

Sent Journey from Tonka Wood: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Sandalwood, Palo Santo, Pine, Cypress, Frankincense, 
Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cedar, Incensence, Palo Santo, Pine.

Sent Journey from Wood No8: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Sandalwood, Palo Santo, Pine, Cypress, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Ginger, 
Incense, Orris, Clove Cinnamon, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Ginger, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Orris, Clove, Cinnamon, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cedar, Incensence, Palo Santo, Pine.



Woody Chypre
Welcome to the captivating world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and 
elegance intertwine to create olfactory masterpieces. We are globally recognized 
as one of the most prestigious fragrance houses. We are renowned for our 
expertise in combining wood and musk notes to craft enchanting scents with a 
spicy, fruity, and aromatic character, underscored by alluring amber undertones.

At Pure McCoy, we spare no e�ort in selecting only the finest raw materials, 
handpicked by our master Perfumers. Our Woody Chypre fragrance is a 
symphony of scents featuring the captivating aromas of Palo Santo, sandalwood, 
amber, and a delicate floral bouquet. The infusion of incense, vanilla, fruity peach, 
woody champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, and honey further enhance 
this rich composition. The result is a luxuriously indulgent and complex fragrance 
that will linger on your skin, making it the perfect choice for both day and night.

The prized ingredient in Woody Chypre is sourced from one of the rarest and 
most precious natural oils in the world, adding to its exclusivity and allure. Pure 
McCoy Eau De Parfum represents the epitome of our fragrance line, with its 
concentrated formula ensuring a long-lasting and balanced composition that 
exudes radiance and strength on your skin. Immerse yourself in the warm and 
inviting gourmand notes of sweet caramel, almond, and tobacco, creating an 
experience that is as plentiful as it is unforgettable.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes set the standard for luxury in parfumerie. 
Envelop yourself in a captivating cloud of bergamot, honey, labdanum, chypre, 
jasmine, herbal moss, dry wood, lavender, lemon, cedar, incense, Palo Santo, and 
pine. This meticulously curated blend of notes delivers an unmistakable and 
polarizing scent that exudes the essence of ultra-luxury. Woody Chypre evokes 
facets of fruity peach, woody cedar, incense, Palo Santo, pine, clove, honey, 
sandalwood, tonka bean, coumarin, and amber, all infused with an intense golden 
nectar amber hue that emanates mystery and allure.

Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums. Immerse yourself in 
the captivating world of Woody Chypre, where luxury meets sophistication. 
Elevate your senses and embark on a sensory journey crafted by our master 
Perfumers.

Woody Floral
Indulge yourself in the beautiful world of Pure 
McCoy Parfums, where luxury and sophistication 
intertwine to create captivating fragrances. As 
one of the world's most renowned fragrance 
houses, we are celebrated for our wood accord, 
which boasts a main heavy musk base and 
gracefully opens with floral notes.

We take pride in selecting only the highest 
quality raw and natural ingredients, meticulously 
curated by our master Perfumers. Pure McCoy 
Woody Floral is a fragrance that embodies luxury, 
featuring invigorating scents of Palo Santo, 
sandalwood, amber, fruity peach, and woody 
undertones. These harmoniously blend with the 
richness of incense, vanilla, champaca, sa�ron, tonka 
bean, frankincense, and honey. The result is a luxurious 
and complex fragrance that lingers long after application, 
making it the perfect choice for any occasion, day or night.

At the heart of Woody Floral lies a prized ingredient sourced from one 
of the world's rarest and most precious natural oils, adding exclusivity and 
allure to this beautiful scent. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum represents the pinnacle of our 
fragrance line, boasting a concentrated formula that ensures a long-lasting and balanced composition. Revel in the 
modern freshness of vibrant floral notes reminiscent of a blooming carnation, leaving a radiant and robust aura on 
your skin.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes set the standard for luxury in the world of parfumerie. Immerse yourself in a 
captivating cloud of bergamot, honey, labdanum, sandalwood, Palo Santo, pine, cypress, frankincense, rose, 
frangipani, tuberose, sa�ron, and vanilla. This meticulously crafted blend of notes delivers an unmistakable and 
polarizing scent, evoking a sense of ultra-luxury. Let Woody Floral transport you to a world where fruity peach, 
woody cedar, incense, sandalwood, Palo Santo, pine, cypress, frankincense, rose, frangipani, tuberose, sa�ron, 
and vanilla intertwine, showcased through an intense golden nectar amber hue that exudes mystery and allure.

Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums. Immerse yourself in the captivating world of Woody 
Floral, where luxury meets elegance. Elevate your senses and embark on a sensory journey crafted by our master 
Perfumers as you indulge in the timeless beauty of our luxurious fragrances.
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Sent Journey from Woody Floral: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Sandalwood, Palo Santo, Pine, Cypress, Frankincense, Rose, Frangipani, Tuberose, 
Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Rose, Frangipan, Bergamot, Honey, Labdamon, Chypre, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Lemongrass.

Base Notes: Cedar, Incensence, Palo Santo, Pine, Oakmoss.

Sent Journey from Woody Chypre: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Sandalwood, Palo Santo, Pine, Cypress, Frankin-
cense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and 
Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Labdamon, Chypre, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Lemongrass, Oakmoss.

Base Notes: Cedar, Incensence, Palo Santo, Pine. 



Spicy Wood
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Campfire Wood
Step into the world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and elegance converge to create 
extraordinary fragrances. Renowned as one of the most opulent fragrance houses globally, we 
take great care in selecting only the finest raw and natural ingredients, curated by our master 
Perfumers. Pure McCoy Spicy Wood is a testament to our dedication to excellence, featuring 
captivating scents of fruity peach, woody sandalwood, and warm amber, complemented by a 
rich floral bouquet of incense, vanilla, champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, and honey.

Indulge your senses with Spicy Wood, a warm gourmand fragrance that combines robust and 
balsamic notes with spiciness. This complex and luxurious scent lingers on the skin long after 
application, making it the perfect choice for any occasion, day or night. As you embark on a 
sensory journey, you'll discover the exquisite blend of sweet caramel, almond, and tobacco, 
enveloping you with indulgence and luxury.

At the heart of Spicy Wood lies a prized ingredient sourced from one of the world's rarest and 
most valuable natural oils, adding a touch of exclusivity and allure to this remarkable fragrance. 
Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum represents the epitome of our fragrance line, boasting a highly 
concentrated formula that ensures a long-lasting and well-balanced composition. Immerse 
yourself in the captivating combination of tobacco, dried fruits, and dark leathery middle notes, 
complemented by a subtle smokiness that leaves your skin radiant and robust.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes set the standard for luxury in the realm of parfumerie, 
enveloping you in a cloud of patchouli, clove, sandalwood, pine, cypress, frankincense, tonka 
bean, incense, honey, sa�ron, and vanilla. This meticulously crafted blend of notes delivers an 
unmistakable and polarizing scent, evoking a sense of unparalleled luxury. Let Spicy Wood 
transport you to a world where patchouli, clove, sandalwood, pine, cypress, frankincense, tonka 
bean, cashmere, incense, honey, sa�ron, fruity peach, woody elements, and vanilla intertwine; 
all showcased through an intense golden nectar amber hue that exudes mystery and allure.

Experience the allure of Pure McCoy Parfums and elevate your senses with Spicy Wood. 
Immerse yourself in the captivating world of our luxurious fragrances, where each note is 
carefully crafted to create a symphony of luxury. Let the essence of Spicy Wood accompany you 
on a journey of sophistication and elegance, leaving an indelible impression wherever you go.

Immerse yourself in the captivating world of Pure McCoy Parfums, an esteemed fragrance house 
renowned for its unparalleled luxury. Our commitment to perfection is reflected in the meticulous 
selection of the world's finest raw and natural ingredients, curated by our master Perfumers. Pure 
McCoy Campfire Wood is a testament to our dedication, boasting spicy scents of sandalwood, 
amber and a floral fragrance rich in incense, vanilla, champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, 
fruity peach, woody notes, and honey.

Indulge your senses with Campfire Wood, a fragrance that exudes sophistication and luxury. This 
luxurious and complex scent lingers on the skin, enchanting those around you long after 
application. With hints of tobacco, dried fruits, and animalic and dark leathery middle notes, 
Campfire Wood o�ers a slightly smoky essence that adds a touch of mystery. It is the perfect 
choice for any occasion, day or night, allowing you to embrace the allure of a beautifully indulgent 
fragrance.

The prized ingredient in Campfire Wood is derived from one of the rarest and most coveted 
natural oils in the world, further enhancing its exclusivity and desirability. Pure McCoy Eau De 
Parfum represents the pinnacle of our fragrance line, o�ering the most concentrated form of our 
meticulously crafted compositions. Its long-lasting and balanced fragrance composition ensures a 
radiant and robust aura accompanying you throughout the day.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes are the epitome of luxury in parfumerie, enveloping you in a 
captivating cloud of vanilla, sandalwood, clove, honey, tonka bean, smokiness, and pine. This 
exceptional blend of notes delivers an unmistakable and polarizing scent, leaving a lasting 
impression of ultimate luxury. Allow Campfire Wood to transport you to a world where fruity peach, 
woody elements, ginger, clove, honey, sandalwood, tonka bean, coumarin, and amber converge, 
resulting in an intense golden nectar amber color that emanates both mystery and allure.

Experience the captivating essence of Pure McCoy Parfums and elevate your senses with 
Campfire Wood. Discover the epitome of luxury and indulge in the world of our meticulously 
crafted fragrances, where each note tells a story of luxury and sophistication. Embrace the allure 
of Campfire Wood, a scent that captures the essence of luxury and leaves an indelible mark 
wherever you go.

Sent Journey from Campfire wood: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Sandalwood, Pine, Cypress, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, 
Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Oakmoss.

Base Notes: Cedar, Incensence, Pine.

Sent Journey from Spicy Wood: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Patchouli, Clove, Sandalwood, Pine, Cypress, 
Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey 
and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Patchouli, Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cedar, Incensence, Pine.
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� Grand Chypre
� Floral Chypre
� Warm Vanilla Chypre



Chypre
History and
Ingredients
story:

Step into the seductive realm of Puremccoy, where the captivating history of chypre perfumes unveils a world of 
rare ingredients and irresistible allure. Within the prestigious house of Puremccoy, master perfumers have 
embarked on a quest to capture the essence of the finest chypre scents, crafting olfactory masterpieces that 
exude sophistication and sensuality.

The story of chypre perfumes dates back to the early 20th century when the renowned perfumer François Coty 
created a groundbreaking fragrance that would forever change the perfume landscape. Inspired by the aromas 
of the Mediterranean island of Cyprus, Coty introduced the world to the Chypre family of fragrances—a 
captivating blend of citrus, moss, and woody notes synonymous with elegance and allure.

In their pursuit of chypre excellence, the perfumers of Puremccoy draw inspiration from this rich history. They 
meticulously select rare and exquisite ingredients to create their seductive chypre compositions. The journey 
takes them to the sun-kissed shores of the Mediterranean, where they harvest the tangy and vibrant citrus fruits 
that form the bright and refreshing top notes of their fragrances.

To add depth and complexity, the perfumers seek out the finest oakmoss from the lush forests of Europe. With 
its earthy and velvety aroma, this rare and elusive ingredient forms the heart of Puremccoy's chypre creations, 
evoking a sense of mystery and sensuality. Delicate touches of patchouli and labdanum lend a warm and 
resinous character, while hints of bergamot or jasmine add a floral elegance.

The chypre perfumes of Puremccoy are a testament to the artistry and dedication of the perfumers, as well as 
their commitment to sourcing the rarest and most exquisite ingredients. With every application, Puremccoy 
invites you to immerse yourself in a world of captivating and seductive scents, where the essence of chypre 
combines with carefully selected elements to create fragrances that evoke confidence, allure, and irresistible 
magnetism.

Experience the alluring charm of Puremccoy's chypre perfumes and let their seductive notes transport you to the 
sun-drenched shores of the Mediterranean. Indulge in the harmonious blend of rare and carefully chosen 
ingredients as they intertwine to create a captivating symphony of fragrance, leaving a trail of elegance and 
sophistication wherever you go.
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Grand Chypre
Welcome to the captivating realm of Pure McCoy Parfums, a prestigious fragrance 
house renowned for its uncompromising luxury. Our commitment to excellence is 
reflected in carefully selecting only the world's finest raw and natural ingredients, 
meticulously curated by our master Perfumers. Pure McCoy Grand Chypre is a 
testament to our dedication, boasting pungent scents of amber and a floral 
fragrance rich in incense, vanilla, champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, and 
honey.

Immerse yourself in the luxury of Grand Chypre, a fragrance that exudes indulgence 
and sophistication. Its complex composition leaves a lingering scent long after its 
application, ensuring you radiate a luxurious beauty day and night. With its rich blend 
of notes, including the warmth of amber and the delicate allure of floral elements, 
Grand Chypre is the perfect choice for those seeking an exquisitely indulgent scent.

The prized ingredient in Grand Chypre is derived from one of the world's rarest and 
most precious natural resins, further enhancing its exclusivity and desirability. Pure 
McCoy Eau De Parfum represents the epitome of our fragrance line, o�ering the 
most concentrated form of our meticulously crafted compositions. Its long-lasting 
and perfectly balanced fragrance composition ensures that its radiance remains 
intense and captivating on your skin.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes embodies the pinnacle of luxury in the world of 
parfumerie. Envelop yourself in a captivating cloud of heliotrope, oud, frankincense, 
tonka bean, cashmere, incense, honey, sa�ron, and vanilla. This distinctive blend of 
notes delivers an unmistakable and polarizing scent that is the epitome of 
ultra-luxury. Allow Grand Chypre to transport you to a world where rhubarb, green 
notes, heliotrope, oud, frankincense, tonka bean, cashmere, incense, honey, sa�ron, 
and vanilla merge, creating an intense golden nectar amber color that exudes both 
mystery and allure.

Experience the captivating essence of Pure McCoy Parfums and elevate your 
senses with Grand Chypre. Discover the pinnacle of luxury and indulge in the world 
of our meticulously crafted fragrances, where each note tells a story of luxury and 
sophistication. Embrace the allure of Grand Chypre, a scent that captures the 
essence of luxury and leaves an indelible mark wherever you go.

Sent Journey from Grand Chypre: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Heliotrope, Oud, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, 
Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence, Oakmoss.



Floral Chypre
Welcome to the world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and elegance intertwine to create captivating 
fragrances unrivalled. As one of the world's most prestigious fragrance houses, we spare no e�ort in 
selecting only the finest raw and natural ingredients curated by our master Perfumers. Pure McCoy Floral 
Chypre is a testament to our commitment to excellence, boasting pungent scents of rhubarb, green notes, 
amber, and a rich floral fragrance infused with incense, vanilla, champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, 
and honey.

Indulge in the luxury of Floral Chypre, a fragrance that embodies sophistication and allure. Its beautifully 
complex composition lingers on the skin long after applying it, making it the perfect choice for day and night. 
The exquisite blend of notes, including the warmth of amber and the richness of floral elements, creates a 
truly indulgent scent that captivates the senses.

At the heart of Floral Chypre lies a prized ingredient sourced from one of the world's rarest and most 
valuable natural resins, further elevating its exclusivity and desirability. Pure McCoy Eau De Parfum 
represents the epitome of our fragrance line, o�ering the most concentrated form of our meticulously crafted 
compositions. Its long-lasting and perfectly balanced fragrance composition leaves a radiant and strong 
impression on your skin, ensuring a captivating presence throughout the day.

Immerse yourself in the signature Pure McCoy Perfumes experience, enveloped in a cloud of rose, pink 
lotus, geranium, ylang-ylang, sweet citrus, peels, frankincense, tonka bean, cashmere, incense, honey, 
sa�ron, and vanilla. This unique combination of notes delivers an unmistakable and polarizing scent, 
embodying the essence of ultra-luxury. Allow Floral Chypre to transport you to a world where rose, pink 
lotus, geranium, ylang-ylang, heliotrope, frankincense, tonka bean, cashmere, incense, honey, sa�ron, and 
vanilla intertwine, creating an intense golden nectar amber color that exudes both mystery and allure.

Experience the enchantment of Pure McCoy Parfums and elevate your senses with Floral Chypre. Discover 
the pinnacle of luxury and immerse yourself in a world where each note tells a story of indulgence and 
sophistication. Embrace the captivating allure of Floral Chypre, a fragrance that defines luxury and leaves an 
indelible impression wherever you go.

Warm Vanilla Chypre
Puremccoy presents a tantalizing olfactory masterpiece: the Warm Vanilla Chypre, a 
fragrance that embodies seduction and luxurious indulgence. This captivating scent 
is a harmonious fusion of warm, comforting vanilla and the enchanting allure of a 
chypre composition.

As you first encounter the Warm Vanilla Chypre, the air becomes infused with the 
intoxicating richness of velvety vanilla. This exquisite ingredient, sourced from the 
finest beans, envelops your senses in a cozy embrace, radiating warmth and 
sensuality. The vanilla notes are expertly blended with hints of luscious fruits, adding 
a touch of vibrant sweetness to the composition.

The chypre element in this fragrance lends an air of sophistication and intrigue. A 
carefully balanced combination of mossy oakmoss and earthy patchouli forms the 
heart of the scent, creating a seductive and mesmerizing foundation. The interplay 
between the creamy vanilla and the chypre accords gives rise to a unique and 
alluring scent profile that is opulent and inviting.

Indulge in the luxurious journey of Puremccoy's Warm Vanilla Chypre as it caresses 
your skin. With each inhale, the fragrance reveals layers of warmth, sensuality, and 
seduction, drawing those around you into its enchanting aura. This scent exudes 
confidence and sophistication, leaving a lasting impression wherever you go.

Allow yourself to be captivated by the allure of Puremccoy's Warm Vanilla Chypre, a 
fragrance that invites you to indulge in the luxury of a truly sensual and irresistible 
experience. Let its opulent blend of warm vanilla and mesmerizing chypre notes 
envelop you in a cloud of sophistication and allure, leaving a trail of sheer decadence 
and enchantment in your wake.
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Sent Journey from Warm Vanilla Chypre: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Vanilla Bean, Rose, Pink Lotus, Geranium, Ylang-Ylang, 
Heliotrope, Frankincense, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, 
Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Rose, Pink Lotus, Geranium, Ylang-Ylang, Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, 
Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence.

Sent Journey from Floral Chypre: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Rose, Pink Lotus, Geranium, Ylang-Ylang, Heliotrope, Frankincense, 
Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Rose, Pink Lotus, Geranium, Ylang-Ylang, Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence.
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Fougere Luxury
Perfume collection 
� Grand Fougere

� Fourgere Rain No10

� Fourgere Spice



Fougere
History and
Ingredients
story:

Welcome to the captivating world of Puremccoy, where the rich history of fougère perfumes unfolds, immersing you in 
a seductive journey of rare ingredients and timeless allure. Within the esteemed house of Puremccoy, master 
perfumers have embarked on a quest to capture the essence of the finest fougère scents, creating olfactory 
masterpieces that exude sophistication and intrigue.

The story of fougère perfumes traces back to the 19th century when the renowned perfumer Paul Parquet crafted a 
revolutionary fragrance to redefine the perfume landscape. Inspired by the aromatic elements of the forest, Parquet 
introduced the world to the fougère family of fragrances—a captivating blend of lavender, oakmoss, and coumarin that 
would become a symbol of elegance and masculinity.

In their pursuit of fougère excellence, the perfumers of Puremccoy draw inspiration from this rich history. They 
meticulously select rare and exquisite ingredients to create their seductive fougère compositions. Their journey takes 
them to distant lands, where they source the finest lavender blooms, hand-picked at the peak of their fragrance, to 
infuse their perfumes with a sense of aromatic splendour.

To add depth and complexity, the perfumers seek out the rarest and most refined oakmoss from the ancient forests of 
Europe. With its earthy and green aroma, this elusive ingredient forms the heart of Puremccoy's fougère creations, 
evoking a sense of mystery and sensuality. Subtle touches of geranium or bergamot add a touch of freshness and 
vibrancy, while hints of coumarin and tonka bean provide a warm and comforting embrace.

The fougère perfumes of Puremccoy are a testament to the artistry and dedication of the perfumers, as well as their 
commitment to sourcing the rarest and most exquisite ingredients. With every application, Puremccoy invites you to 
immerse yourself in a world of captivating and seductive scents, where the essence of fougère combines with carefully 
selected elements to create fragrances that evoke confidence, allure, and irresistible magnetism.

Experience the alluring charm of Puremccoy's fougère perfumes and let their seductive notes transport you to 
enchanted forests, where the scent of lavender and oakmoss lingers. Indulge in the harmonious blend of rare and 
carefully chosen ingredients as they intertwine to create a captivating symphony of fragrance, leaving a trail of 
elegance and sophistication wherever you go. Allow the fougère perfumes of Puremccoy to envelop you in a world of 
seduction and timeless allure.

Grand Fougere
Welcome to the realm of Pure McCoy Parfums, where opulence and luxury 
converge. As one of the world's most prestigious fragrance houses, we have 
gained recognition for our exquisite creations. Our journey began in 1882 
with the launch of Fougère by Houbigant Parfum, a fragrance that 
revolutionized the world of perfumery. Fougère Royale, as it was known, 
introduced a groundbreaking blend of lavender, wood, oak moss, coumarin, 
and citrus, resulting in a captivating aroma with sweet and spicy notes 
enveloped by an herbaceous and lichen backdrop.

In our pursuit of perfection, we only select the finest raw and natural 
ingredients to be curated by our master Perfumers. Inspired by the aromatic 
scents of North Africa, Pure McCoy Grand Fougere captivates with its 
aromatic blend of rhubarb, green notes, and amber. Its floral fragrance 
showcases a rich combination of incense, vanilla, herbal essences, 
geranium, moss, dry woods, lavender, lemon, champaca, sa�ron, tonka 
bean, frankincense, and honey. This complex and indulgent scent lingers 
long after it has been applied, making it the perfect choice for both day and 
night.

At the heart of Grand Fougere lies a prized ingredient sourced from one of 
the world's rarest and most valuable natural resins. Pure McCoy Eau De 
Parfum represents the epitome of our fragrance line, o�ering the most 
concentrated form of our meticulously crafted composition. Its long-lasting 
and balanced fragrance composition leaves your skin radiant and imbued 
with strength, ensuring you exude an air of confidence and allure throughout 
the day.

Step into Pure McCoy Perfumes, where our signature scents set the luxury 
standard in perfumery. Surrounded by a cloud of lavender, grapefruit, 
oakmoss, frankincense, tonka bean, cashmere, incense, honey, sa�ron, and 
vanilla, you will experience an unmistakable and polarizing scent that 
exudes ultra-luxury. Grand Fougere evokes facets of lavender, grapefruit, 
oakmoss, frankincense, tonka bean, cashmere, incense, honey, sa�ron, and 
vanilla, leaving you with an intense golden nectar amber color that 
complements the mysterious and alluring essence of this extraordinary 
fragrance.
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Sent Journey from Grand Fougere: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Lavender, Grapefruit, Oakmoss, Frankincense, 
Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and 
Vanilla.

Top Notes: Lavender, Grapefruit, Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine. 

Heart Notes: Tulip, Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence.



Fougere Rain No10
Welcome to the enchanting world of Pure McCoy Parfums, where luxury and sophistication meet. 
Renowned as one of the most prestigious fragrance houses globally, we pride ourselves on our 
commitment to excellence. Our story began in 1882 with the introduction of Fougère by Houbigant 
Parfum, a scent that forever transformed the realm of perfumery. Fougère Royale, as it was named, 
revolutionized fragrance blends by combining lavender, wood, oak moss, coumarin, and citrus, 
resulting in a captivating aroma that blends sweet and spicy notes with an herbaceous and lichen 
backdrop.

In our relentless pursuit of perfection, only the finest raw and natural ingredients are 
meticulously chosen by our master Perfumers. Inspired by the refreshing 
scents of rain, Pure McCoy Fougere Rain No10 boasts a captivating fusion 
of herbal essences, moss, dry woods, lavender, lemon, rhubarb, green 
notes, fresh citrus, amber, and a floral blend enriched with incense, 
vanilla, champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, frankincense, and honey. 
This luxurious fragrance envelops you with its indulgent and 
complex scent, leaving an enduring impression long after it 
has been applied, making it the ideal choice for any occasion, 
day or night.

At the heart of Fougere Rain No10 lies a precious 
ingredient sourced from one of the world's rarest and 
most expensive natural resins. Pure McCoy Eau De 
Parfum represents the pinnacle of our fragrance line, 
o�ering the highest concentration of our artfully crafted 
composition. Its long-lasting and well-balanced fragrance 
composition leaves your skin radiant and exudes an air of 
strength and confidence throughout the day.

Experience luxury with our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes, 
the gold standard in perfumery. Envelop yourself in a cloud of 
oak moss, grapefruit, tulip, tonka bean, cashmere, incense, 
honey, sa�ron, and vanilla, immersing your senses in an 
unmistakable and captivating scent that epitomizes ultra-luxury. 
Fougere Rain No10 awakens facets of herbal essences, moss, dry 
woods, lavender, lemon, oak moss, grapefruit, tulip, tonka bean, 
cashmere, incense, honey, sa�ron, and vanilla, all intensified by its intense 
golden nectar amber hue, leaving an alluring and mysterious impression that 
sets you apart.
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Fougere Spice
Step into pure luxury with Pure McCoy Parfums, renowned as one of the world's most wealthy 
fragrance houses. Our story dates back to 1882 when Fougere was launched by Houbigant 
Parfum, forever transforming the world of perfumery. Fougère Royale revolutionized fragrance 
blends, combining lavender, wood, oak moss, coumarin, and citrus to create a mesmerizing aroma 
with sweet and spicy notes over a herbaceous and lichen backdrop.

At Pure McCoy Parfums, we leave no stone unturned in our quest for perfection. Only the finest 
raw and natural ingredients are meticulously handpicked by our master Perfumers. We are 

introducing Pure McCoy Fougere Spice, an exquisite blend of herbal essences, 
moss, dry woods, lavender, lemon, rhubarb, green notes, fresh citrus, amber, 

and a rich floral fusion of incense, vanilla, champaca, sa�ron, tonka bean, 
frankincense, and honey. This luxurious scent envelope you in an 

indulgent and complex fragrance that lingers long after it has been 
applied, making it the ideal choice for both day and night.

Central to Fougere Spice is a prized ingredient from one of 
the world's rarest and most expensive natural resins. 
Experience the epitome of luxury with Pure McCoy Eau De 
Parfum, the most concentrated form of our fragrance line. 
Its long-lasting and well-balanced composition radiates 
strength and allure on your skin, ensuring you leave a 
lasting impression wherever you go.

Our signature Pure McCoy Perfumes embodies the 
essence of luxury, setting the standard for the world's 
parfumerie. Immerse yourself in a cloud of sa�ron, clove, 
herbal essences, moss, dry woods, lavender, lemon, star 

anise, oak moss, grapefruit, tulip, tonka bean, cashmere, 
incense, honey, sa�ron, and vanilla. This captivating blend 

delivers an unmistakable and polarizing scent of ultra-luxury, 
leaving you surrounded by an aura of sophistication and 

allure. Fougere Spice evokes facets of sa�ron, clove, star anise, 
oak moss, grapefruit, tulip, tonka bean, cashmere, incense, honey, 

sa�ron, and vanilla. At the same time, its intense golden nectar 
amber color adds a touch of mystery and allure to this remarkable 

fragrance.

Sent Journey from Fougere Rain No10: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Oak Moss, Grapefruit, Tulip, Tonka Bean, Cashmeran, Incensence, 
Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine Oak Moss, Grapefruit. 

Heart Notes: Lemongrass, Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence, Oud.

Sent Journey from Fougere Spice: 
KEY INGREDIENTS: Sa�ron, Clove, Star Annis, Oak Moss, Grapefruit, Tulip, Tonka Bean, 
Cashmeran, Incensence, Honey, Sa�ron, Honey and Vanilla.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Honey, Vanilla, Jasmine Oak Moss, Grapefruit. 

Heart Notes: Lemongrass, Frankincense, Tonka Bean.

Base Notes: Cashmeran, Incensence, Oud.


